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What’s up in
Cartwright
Five years ago, Country Guide discovered a cluster of starryeyed young farmers struggling to start small farms in the heart
of Manitoba’s big-farm country. This month we go back to
Cartwright, and this time we discover that all the hopes that
those young farmers had pinned on holistic agriculture and
direct marketing have actually paid off, with only a modest
amount of tinkering along the way. Here are their stories.
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Get in with the
right questions
If you want to know who is going to be farming
five years from now, then taking a look at who
is in the aisles at Ag in Motion and at Canada’s
Outdoor Farm Show is a good place to start.
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Business schools teach a useful
rule. Whether you’re CEO of Ford
or if you run a Mom and Pop
restaurant, they say, you should
spend 80 per cent of your time
working on the nuts and bolts of
how you make the right quality
product at the right price.
That seems about right for the farm
too.
One of the predictions we can
pretty safely make based on
the 2016 ag census is that cost
management is going to be an
even more important success factor
in the next five years.
In many ways, the playing field
is more level than it was just a
couple of years ago. Key strategies
are being exploited by a larger
and larger share of our farms.
More farms, for instance, are
incorporated. More are getting
professional accounting and
financial advice, and more have
sufficient reserves to avoid being
pushed into decisions they don’t
want to make.
Today’s farms also share the same
hurdles, including the high cost
of expansion, and their return on
assets is an obvious target for
differentiating their performance.
But it isn’t the only way.
When you’re at the farm shows,
tell the company people you meet
that you want to learn more about
their company, not just about their
product and how they service it.
What makes them so sure, for
instance, that they’ve got the right
attitude, the right skills and the right
strategy to succeed.
In other words, turn the tables on
the companies, because those are
exactly the questions that they are
asking about you.
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Every company worth its salt
is assessing the farmers in its
geography on a more or less
continuous basis. They know the
customers they want to protect, the
farms that don’t really matter, and
the farms they desperately want to
acquire.
Increasingly, they aren’t defining
those categories based solely on
current acreage or equipment lineup. Instead, they’re making deep
decisions about whether you’re
likely to be a winner.
It’s a test they know they must win.
Competition among farm supply
businesses is intense already, and
is about to become a blood sport.
Of course they want to know if
you’re on top of the 80 per cent,
i.e. the production side of your
business. But increasingly, they’re
looking to see if you respect the
other 20 per cent too, since it will
disproportionately affect your longterm outlook.
Are you organizing family meetings?
Do you have defined roles for
family members? Are you smart
about HR? Do you have vision? And
can you articulate it?
And, most important of all, do you
enjoy talking business strategy?
If you start asking your own
questions when you size up
suppliers, you’ll be impressed by
the amount of thinking they’ve
done.
And you’ll notice that they’re
noticing that you’re asking these
questions. So be forward about it.
The more penetrating your
questions, the more points you’ll
earn.
Are we getting it right? Let me know
at tom.button@fbcpublishing.com.
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Deere looks to 2018
New combines figure big in the green
brand’s plan to get you buying
By Scott Garvey / CG Machinery Editor

S

tretched out across the large grassy
lawn in early June in front of John
Deere’s Harvester Works in Moline,
Illinois, was a broad assortment
of equipment, with marketing staff showing off to the farm media from Canada and
the U.S. what Deere would be adding to its
product line for 2018.
Several of the machines on display
had already been introduced to the public
over the winter, such as the new line of 5R
tractors and improvements to the 4 Series
sprayers that include carbon fibre booms.
However, there was still a significant variety
of new equipment releases and updates.
Among them were the digital enhancements to the MaxEmerge 5e and ExactEmerge planters with SeedStar 4HP, which
improves in-cab monitoring through the
Gen 4 CommandCenter 4600 display. Multiple bar charts can be viewed simultaneously,
and it has a “zoom” feature for detailed rowby-row information. Like much of Deere’s
latest digital technology, it is customizable
and comes with simplified, intuitive screen
formats.
The mobile row-unit runoff feature also
allows for diagnostic and calibration checks
through the use of a mobile device.
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To add to the new tillage implements that
the brand introduced in mid-winter, Deere’s
Frontier line will begin offering four new
“economical” VT17 vertical tillage implements. These are designed for smaller-acreage farmers, built in working widths from 10
to 15 feet with horsepower requirements in
the 85 to 150 range.
Also under the Frontier brand name,
Deere debuted its LS11 line of tractormounted sprayers. Four three-point hitch
mounted models are available with booms
from 25 to 40 feet. Once again, Deere marketing reps see this product appealing to
smaller producers or those who want
smaller equipment to deal with isolated
problem areas.
LS11 sprayers come with 250- or 300-gallon (U.S.) product tanks, along with hydraulic
or PTO-driven pumps. Single-nozzle bodies are standard on the boom, although the
40-foot version can be ordered with triples.
Without doubt, however, the centrepieces of this launch season are the new
S700 Series combines, which explains why
Deere decided to hold the event at its Moline
Harvester Works facility.
“We have some exciting new innovations
in crop harvesting,” said Randy Sergesketter,

Speaking to media in Moline, Randy
Sergesketter, senior VP, Global Crop
Harvesting at John Deere, called the S700
combine line the most exciting innovation in
crop harvesting he’s seen in his time at Deere.

senior VP for Global Crop Harvesting. “Over
the years I’ve seen a lot of exciting product
launches, but I’ve not seen anything as exciting as what we’re bringing for 2018.”
Replacing the S600 Series that debuted
in 2012, the four S700 models focus on
pushing the technology level higher. That
means most of the improvements are hidden
within a machine that looks pretty similar to
the previous series, with the notable exception of an updated cab.
At the heart of all that “smart” technology is the Combine Advisor system, which
encompasses seven separate features.
Some of these technological features are
carried over from the S600 with upgrades,
but others are completely new.
“The S700 combine performance pack-

age is called Combine Advisor,” Sergesketter
said. “Our internal tests have shown savings
of $5 to $15 per acre with the use of Combine Advisor alone.”
The systems within Combine Advisor
make it easier for inexperienced operators to
make initial settings and monitor combine
performance.
The ActiveVision cameras mounted on
the clean grain and tailings elevators are
a big part of that. Because they allow the
operator to use the in-cab monitor to see
real-time grain images, adjustments based
on the quality of threshed grain can be made
quickly from the cab on the go.
On top of that, the combine’s Auto Maintain function can take over responsibility
for keeping the combine settings correct
throughout the day. The system can analyse
those same ActiveVison images and mate
that information with data from several sensors, allowing it to automatically detect the
need for setting changes in any of five different threshing systems. It will then make the
necessary adjustments on its own.
That keeps the machine working to the
same performance level even when field and
crop conditions change through the day.
“These (systems) will enable our producers to improve grain quality, reduce
losses and improve the quality of harvest
data,” Sergesketter said. “(It) will provide
small- and coarse-grains producers with
an easy-to-set combine that will enable the
automation of machine settings, resulting in
greater harvesting performance.”
Two new corn headers and the 700D
Series of redesigned rigid-frame draper
headers are also new for 2018. CG

ExactEmerge and MaxEmerge 5e planters get improved digital features.

Sprayers: The LS11 line of three-point hitch sprayers are available with tank capacities of up to
300 U.S. gallons and 40-foot booms.
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Taking charge of climate
Changing weather is hitting these B.C.
farmers hard. Now they’re fighting back

S

tanding at the window in his kitchen, Fort
Fraser, B.C. rancher Wayne Ray watches the
heavy grey clouds and he shakes his head. It’s
July — haying season — but the rain won’t let
him get at it.
Ray is lucky. He hasn’t yet cut his hay yet, so at least it
isn’t laying in swaths, rotting with the badly timed precipitation. Yet Ray also knows that every day of waiting
means another drop in his forage’s protein and quality,
and the long range weather forecast shows the rain is
going to continue at least a few days more.
Not so long ago, Ray could expect a fine, dry harvest
season with lots of opportunity to bale off a top-quality
crop. But there’s a new normal in this part of British
Columbia now.
So if you don’t believe in climate change, don’t tell it
to this rancher, or to any of his equally frustrated neighbours.
Northern B.C.’s Bulkley-Nechako region is wellknown for producing much of Western Canada’s very
best quality hay. The roughly 350-square-kilometre
region, from Vanderhoof in the southeast to Germansen Landing in the north to Smithers in the west, boasts
summertime daylight that stretches 17 hours. The area
surrounding Vanderhoof offers the very best arable agricultural land: an ancient glacial lake-bed with rock free,
silty clay loam up to 600 feet deep.
Historically, the region has also provided ideal growing conditions for high-protein, high-sugar forages:
heavy snowfall in winter provides great spring moisture,
and the reliably warm, sunny summer days were always
perfect for both growing and harvesting hay.
In the last 15 years, however, the weather has changed
drastically. In the eastern part of the Nechako Valley, it’s
now significantly wetter than ever before while in Ray’s
southwestern part of the valley, it’s now incredibly dry.
There have been more than a few years recently as well
when the ground freezes long before the snow flies.
Without an insulating layer of snow, the barren ground
freezes deep and hard, so that when spring finally comes,
melting snow runs off the deep frozen ground rather
than percolating in. Streams are often full to bursting,
while forage fields go into the growing season dry as
dust. And it gets worse. Both spring and summer tend to
be cooler now than historical norms, and precipitation
seems to wait to fall until the worst possible time; right
in the middle of haying season.
“Climate experts predicted we’d get warmer and wetter. That hasn’t happened,” says Ray. “In recent years, our
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By Madeleine Baerg

summers have been probably five degrees cooler than
they were in the previous 30 years. Our winters have
been less severe than they used to be but that’s actually
harder on the plants because we have more fall rain and
less snow in winter. Our springs have been cool, dry and
windy. And instead of getting rain in April or May when
we need it, now we get it in July and August, October and
November, even January and February in the form of
freezing rain. It’s harder to establish crops and it’s harder
to get good production now.”
Rain that falls at haying time, as it does on this grey
day, is both an inconvenience and a challenge. Rain that
doesn’t fall when it is desperately needed is an even bigger problem. Since about 2002, Ray says, his farm has
received just 20 to 50 per cent of the total annual rainfall
that fell on average each of the previous 30 years. The
deep drought of 2010 was so severe that it caused the
ground to form a hydrophobic layer, he adds, which
compounds the moisture problem.
“Water can lay six inches deep on top of the ground,
but if you dig down into the soil four inches, you hit
dust. We used to have excessive moisture in the spring
but that really made forages grow,” he says.
All told, the changes are wreaking havoc on forage
production.
“We used to cut alfalfa between the 10th and the 20th
of June and we’d get a second cut in August. Now, we’re
not cutting until the second week of July or later and it’s
often too late to get a second cut,” he says.
Agricultural researcher and consultant Dr. Catherine
Tarasoff agrees, saying weather in the Bulkley-Nechako
has changed dramatically.
In Vanderhoof, farmers observed that precipitation
patterns became very different than what those farmers
were used to. So weather stations were installed in 2014
that appear to validate the farmers’ observations: on
average, parts of the region are now seeing about half
the winter snowpack and twice the rain in summer compared to what they used to. It’s a big deal.
“Climate change might not be the focus of every
conversation but it’s the reason farmers are having discussions about adapting and changing,” Tarasoff says.
“Farmers know they can’t just keep doing what they’ve
always done because it just won’t work anymore.”
Since there’s no way of changing the weather back to
the more farmer-friendly patterns of the past, it’s farmers who will have to change. Unfortunately, declining
government and academic research dollars mean there’s
little help these days from scientists. Few if any formal

The government dollars we used to see
aren’t ever coming back,” says Schweb.
That means farmers must do the research
research trials are taking place in northern
B.C.’s unique growing conditions, and scien
tific support isn’t likely to come from govern
ment anytime soon.
“The budget cuts have really left produc
ers in the lurch,” says Sheri Schweb, manager
of the B.C. Forage Council (BCFC). “Sask
atchewan has 14 forage specialists. B.C. has
none. There used to be one agronomist per
community, now there’s one — if that — per
regional district. And we’ve lost the federal
research farms: the one in Smithers closed in
the late ’50s; the one in Prince George closed
in the late ’90s. The Range Research Station
in Kamloops closed in 2013. The only one
that’s left in B.C. is the one in Agassiz, but
nothing about the growing conditions in
Agassiz is similar to growing conditions in
northern B.C.”
A 2013 study commissioned by the B.C.
Forage Council reinforces this perspective: it
found opportunities to expand B.C.’s forage
industry but also identified applied research
as a major limitation to growth.

While farmers struggle, producer organi
zations and academic institutions are look
ing to stretch available dollars.
Despite modest financial resources,
the BCFC is stepping up where it can to
fill research gaps. Its solution? On-farm,
farmer-led research: small scale, simple,
practical, scientifically supported trials that
attempt to answer individual farmer’s agro
nomic questions.
“People think research needs to be com
plicated,” says Tarasoff, who is working
with the BCFC to build farmer-led research
capacity. “It doesn’t. The foundation of
research is taking something you’ve observed
and wrapping a question around it. The
more specific and concise the question, the
more likely you’ll reach a clear answer. And
who better to do the on-farm research than
farmers? They’re the experts for their land,
they know exactly which questions they’d
like answered to improve their farm busi
nesses, and they are the most deeply invested
in improvement.”

Yet there’s also a downside to farmer-led
trials, admits Schweb.
“Part of me wonders if government will
say, ‘Well, if you’re doing the research your
selves, we’ll just stay out of it.’ But, the reality
is, the government dollars we used to see
aren’t ever coming back.”
Wayne Ray was one of the first produc
ers to jump on board with the BCFC’s push
to support on-farm research. Over the past
two years, he has compared blended for
ages in hopes they might better withstand
his region’s new, more challenging weather
reality. And, since he’s heard countless dif
ferent opinions on optimal seeding rate, he’s
also testing whether heavier seeding rates are
beneficial or a waste of hard-earned money.
“This kind of research is useful and
it’s doable,” Ray says. “It doesn’t take any
complicated tools: I’m using a couple dol
lar-store hoops, a kitchen scale and some
zip-lock bags. It probably takes a couple
hours at the front end and maybe four or
five hours later in the summer. But down
the road, if I can gain another 15, 20 per cent
production and I’m going to see that gain
over 10 years, that’ll be time very well spent.”
Continued on page 10
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S

ix and a half hours south of Vanderhoof, a dozen B.C. agricultural
producers meet bright and early on
a Sunday morning in a basement conference
room at Thompson Rivers University’s Student Activity Centre in Kamloops.
The ranchers have travelled to Kamloops — some from close-by, others from the
Bulkley-Nechako — for the B.C. Cattlemen
Association’s two-day conference and annual
general meeting. Now, they’re investing an
extra day in an intensive B.C. Forage Councilhosted workshop that will teach them how to
conduct their own on-farm research trials.
Though not scientists — few if any of
this particular group have university science
degrees — there’s no question these producers are experts in their fields (both crop and
academic). Their knowledge and experience
make them uniquely suited to conduct the
on-farm research that they need to make
better farming decisions.
Their reasons for being at the workshop
vary: Rene, Joyce and Nathan from Telkwa
want to extend their grazing season; Greg and
Kerry from the mountains above Kamloops
are battling wet, alkali soil; John from north
of the city wants to improve his forages to
allow better rotational grazing. Yet all agree
the real reason why they’re here: no one else is
going to do the research for them, so they better figure out how to do it themselves.
Two or three to a table and shoulder
to shoulder with the agricultural scientists
who have volunteered to help this day, the
producers work determinedly through the
B.C. Forage Council’s newly published onfarm research guide.
Tarasoff, the workshop’s facilitator,
repeats one over-arching theme throughout
the day: “You can do this. You CAN do this.
An on-farm research trial doesn’t have to be
onerous; the very best questions are small
and precise. But the results? The results will
be powerful and informative.”
Several hours in, Tarasoff calls lunch
break. Not a single person heads towards
the buffet line. For 10 minutes, 20 minutes,
almost half an hour more, the teams of producers and scientists talk intently as lunch
waits ignored in the lobby. The producers
are serious about this workshop and intent
on gleaning every bit of knowledge they can;
the scientists recognize the workshop as an
opportunity to get farm-applicable science
right into farmers’ hands.
The B.C. Forage Council is not alone in
helping farmers help themselves. The University of Northern B.C. recently began a
10
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Forage growers at Thompson River University learn from scientists how to do their own research.
Says producer John Greenall: “These are the kinds of discussions that open up your mind.”

two-year pilot project to support on-farm,
farmer-led forage research.
“We need to not just make farming sustainable but to expand it,” says Serena Black,
a new masters in ag science graduate who
is working with UNBC on their pilot. “All
of the towns up around UNBC identify
that logging is going down. All of a sudden,
they’re recognizing that agriculture needs to
be supported, but there are no government
dollars to work with.”
A big part of building this form of
research capacity includes figuring out ways
to share the learning says Black. “Farmers
are masters of land. Forage days, field days
and other opportunities for farmers to actually see trials in action; that has to be a huge
priority.”
As the BCFC workshop draws to a close,
the farmers fold up their farm maps, collect
their notes, and ask final advice from the
research scientists. As they head up the stairs
and out into the bright sunlight, ready for
the drive back to their ranches, you can see
resolve and — yes — enthusiasm about their
upcoming forays into research trials.
Interestingly, the one conversation that
hasn’t come up all day is frustration towards
declining government research dollars, or a
feeling of being left high and dry by government. Perhaps this isn’t surprising. After all,
farmers are used to dealing with lumps and
bumps, what “is” rather than what could be.
And at least one rancher wonders if farmerled research isn’t the more financially appropriate method of research anyway.

“I’m not opposed to people paying their
own way,” says John Greenall, a rancher
from north of Kamloops. “As a taxpayer,
I’m not so sure farmers should expect the
government to carry all the weight for
research.”
He’s more than ready to do his part.
After the day’s workshop, he’s itching to
get home so he can get started on laying
out the seven comparison plots he’ll use to
determine the best forage varieties for his
rotational grazing needs.
“I came here this morning with an idea
of what I wanted to find out for my farm.
I’m leaving with a plan,” says Greenall, who
also happens to be president of the Kamloops Stockmen’s Association. “The workshop really did clear up how I need to go
about doing a trial on my farm. I would
have made it much more complicated than
it needs to be.”
Greenall sees huge value in the day he’s
just spent designing his research project.
“These are the kind of discussions
that open up your mind,” says Greenall.
“It’s like taking a first aid course. Sitting
in a room and thinking about first aid for
a couple days makes you more aware of
safety in every aspect of your work and life,
and that’s a good thing. Today’s workshop
is going to help me implement the farm
research project that I planned out today,
but it’s bigger than that.”
“This is important stuff because, at the
end of the day, you either evolve so you can
stay in the game… or you don’t.” CG
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Census mystery
29,000 mid-career farms have disappeared in
just five years. What happened?
By Lisa Guenther / CG Field Editor

F

or the most part, the 2016 Census of Agriculture was as unsurprising as most farmers
might have expected. We already knew that
farms are getting larger, and that farmers are
getting older.
But the census did reveal something striking — a
shocking reduction in the number of mid-career farmers between the ages of 35 and 54.
For some reason(s), Canada lost more than 29,000
of those farmers between 2011 and 2016, a decrease of
nearly 23 per cent across the country.
It seems to make no sense. At a time when farm
income was smashing every record in the book, a quarter of our mid-career farmers left the industry.
“What’s going on?” asks Glen Snyder, agri-business
manager for the Bank of Montreal in southern Saskatchewan. “It was very widely presented in media that a
lot of young farmers were coming home… and then we
see these stats.”

Was it just because those farmers got older? That’s the
usual first guess. In other words, did a big chunk of those
mid-career farmers reach their 55th birthdays, so they’re
still farming, but now they’re in the 55-plus category?
Apparently not.
While some farmers did turn 55 since the last
census, they account for fewer than 6,500 farmers, so
they don’t even coming close to account for the demographic bleed.
So maybe it’s because demographics are having
another impact on this age group, points out Rob
Gamble, chief economist with the Grain Farmers of
Ontario. The census found a four per cent decline in
the 35- to 54-year-old age category for the Canadian
population as a whole, he notes, with an 11 per cent
drop for the country’s overall 45- to 49-year-old age
group.
But still this isn’t enough to explain the farm trend.
The answer must lie somewhere else.
Sell when the selling is good
The place to look may be cattle. When beef prices recovered a couple of years ago, it was a bit of a double-edged
sword for the industry, says Brian Lemon, manager of
Manitoba Beef Producers. Many producers actually
exited the industry, he says, seeing it as their chance to
get out without selling at a complete loss.
It isn’t just Manitoba beef producers who saw peak
prices as a chance to cash in their assets. Morwenna Sutter, a real estate agent in northeastern Saskatchewan, says
it was also “pretty common” to see beef producers there
sell their operations and move on when prices rose.
Sutter grew up on a mixed farm in Alberta, and
worked in animal pharmaceuticals, and then the seed
business, before moving into ag real estate. She and her

Strong land prices have
led more producers to ask
whether now is the right
time to leave the industry,
says realtor Morwenna
Sutter
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husband also run a grain farm. They are in that 35- to
54-year-old demographic of farmers that dipped in the
last ag census.
Asked whether those census numbers match what
she’s seeing on the ground, Sutter says yes and no.
“We are seeing farmers looking to exit the industry,”
says Sutter, although the numbers of producers selling
has slowed in the last two years, she adds.
Sutter says she’s also seen some grain farmers in the
35-to-54 demographic selling their farms if they don’t
have children taking over. They may see their financial
risk growing if they continue farming, and ask themselves whether they want to continue farming for the
next 30 years without successors.
For farmers with equity and no successors, it’s been
a good time to cash out. “In the last five years our market has doubled, if not tripled in areas, for land values,”
says Sutter.
These days, farmers are always calculating the risk and
reward when they’re making financial decisions, she adds.
“We’re not farmers anymore. We’re ag businessmen.”
Factor in the stress and risk of farming — Sutter
describes it as “an all-in poker game every year” — plus
the realization that there’s more to life than farming, and
it can make sense that some producers opt to exit early,
so they can spend more time with family or focus on
other goals.
It’s not just western Canadian farmers that have seen
rising land values. Gamble says land values have increased
in his province over the last five years as well. He suspects
that it’s very attractive for farmers in that 35-to-54 age
group to sell, especially once they enter their 50s.
Although Ontario has several larger, commercial
grain farms, the province has a good number of small
or part-time farmers, Gamble adds. The next generation
is less likely to come back to a 100-acre grain farm, he
points out. And like Sutter, he thinks farmers without a
successor are more likely to exit the operation.
Still, selling their operations isn’t an easy decision for
producers, and it might take three years from when a
producer first approaches her to the sale, Sutter says. “It’s
hard for anybody because you put so much sweat into it.”
Glen Snyder, ag manager for BMO in Regina, is a
veteran in agricultural banking, having worked in the
industry since the 1980s. He has done over 800 land
valuations so far this year, and he expects to exceed 1,200
by year’s end. From what he’s seen, land values in about
50 per cent of Saskatchewan’s rural municipalities are
still increasing slightly. Snyder says that big operators will
still pay a premium for land at times.
However, in some parts of Saskatchewan, land values
are flattening or decreasing. Snyder estimates that about
20 to 25 per cent of Saskatchewan rural municipalities
have seen land values that dropped by five to 10 per
cent. Another 30 per cent of municipalities have seen
values flatten.
“We saw land values starting to slide after the floods

From strictly an
industry perspective,
having strong, large farms
is not a bad thing,” Brian
Lemon says, “but we do
recognize what this does to
rural communities.”
in certain areas,” says Snyder, such as parts of east-central
Saskatchewan.
Sutter says demand for good-quality grainland is as
high as ever, but not for marginal grainland. “And that
just comes down to productivity of the land.”
Snyder sees more pressure on margins in the near
future, but these tighter margins will take time to affect
land values, he believes. One of his younger farm clients
observed that flattening or dropping land values would
ease expansion, a sentiment likely echoed by young
farmers across much of Canada.
Consolidation and incorporation
Despite rising land values during the last census period,
the grain industry hasn’t seen an exodus of producers
the way the beef industry did. In fact, there were nearly
2,000 more farms producing grains and oilseeds in 2016
versus 2011.
Snyder says he’s seen family farms that have sons and
daughters coming home incorporating to ease succession
planning. He estimates that up to 60 per cent of Sask
atchewan farms with successors coming home incorporated in the census period. Profitable margins between
2011 and 2016 also spurred farms to incorporate for tax
reasons, he adds.
Continued on page 14
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Sutter has also noticed producers incorporating. Along with smoothing succession
planning, incorporation offers a tax advantage for buying land, she says, and revenue
earned from that land is taxed at a lower rate
if the farm is incorporated.
The latest ag census numbers confirm
those observations. The number of family corporations rose to 43,457 in 2016, an
increase of over 21 per cent.
The lion’s share of Canadian farms are
still sole proprietorships — just over 100,000
as of 2016. But the sole proprietorship category has seen a dip of nearly 14,000 farms
since 2011.
Unsurprisingly, too, the latest census
notes farm size is still growing, while the
number of farms is decreasing in Canada.
Canada-wide, farm size averaged 820 acres
in 2016, up from 779 acres in 2011.
Saskatchewan farms averaged 1,784
acres, making them the largest in the country. Snyder has certainly seen his share of
consolidation in Saskatchewan. Interestingly,
there was a “huge surge” in Hutterite colony
expansion in Saskatchewan, and Western
Canada, he says, in the last census period.
“I know my Hutterite telephone book
hasn’t quite doubled, but it’s getting close to
that,” he chuckles.
The ag census captures a maximum of
three operators per farm, including for Hutterite colonies. That, a call to Stats Canada
confirms, has been the practice since 1991.
The limit on the number of farm operators doesn’t just affect reporting of Hutterite colonies. Gamble points out large farms
could have four or five operators.
“It could be siblings working together
with the previous two generations. So there
might still be some under-reporting there.”
Even in the beef industry, some of the
attrition can be explained by consolidation,
Brian Lemon says. As a volume-based business with tight margins, one way for a beef
producer to remain profitable is to increase
volume.
“From strictly an industry perspective,
having strong, large farms is not a bad thing.
But we do recognize what that does to rural
communities,” says Lemon.
Weather, weather, weather
Lemon thinks he can see additional reasons for the loss of mid-career farms.
Lemon took up his post at the Manitoba
Beef Producers in the spring of 2016, but
14
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Farm operators per farm Age

Operators on all farms 20

Farms with one operator

Farms with two or
more operators

2011

2016

All ages

293,925

271,935

Under 35 years

24,120

24,850

35 to 54 years

127,895

98,840

55 years and over

141,920

148,250

Average age of farm operators

54

55

All ages

122,220

113,730

Under 35 years

7,115

9,135

35 to 54 years

49,460

38,785

55 years and over

65,650

65,815

Average age of farm operators

56

56.2

All ages

171,700

158,205

Under 35 years

17,005

15,715

35 to 54 years

78,430

60,055

55 years and over

76,270

82,435

Average age of farm operators

52.6

54

Operating arrangements 22

2011

2016

Sole proprietorship

114,006

100,061

Partnership without a written agreement

39,663

33,701

Partnership with a written agreement

10,672

10,536

Family corporation

35,749

43,457

Non-family corporation

4,965

5,135

Other operating arrangements

675

602

Tables courtesy of Statistics Canada.

before that worked with the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency, AAFC, and Canadian Grain Commission.
The hollowing out of the middle-age
demographic, he says, confirmed what he’d
suspected for a long time. Too many pressures have intensified at the same time.
Manitoba beef producers suffered
through “a bit of a perfect storm in the sense
that BSE hit, the markets tanked, there was
no money in cattle. And then we, in Manitoba, hit a wet cycle.”
“Manitoba is very good at dealing with
floods typically, if you wanted to paint with
a broad stroke,” says Lemon, who is based in
Winnipeg. The Red River usually breaches
its banks in the spring, floods cropland, and
retreats after six weeks or so, he says.
Manitoba has built infrastructure to mitigate flood damage. Farmers protect their
farmyards and are prepared to seed after the
flood waters recede, Lemon says.

But much of the pasture and hayland in
Manitoba is in low-lying areas.
“When your pasture or alfalfa stand
floods, it doesn’t come back. And you don’t
just get to go out in the field and seed it
again in the spring after the flood’s disappeared,” says Lemon. It can take several
years for that land to come back in productivity.
And Manitoba has been dealing with a
long stretch of flooding and excess moisture, Lemon points out. Producers expect
to deal with an extremely wet or dry year
every now and then.
“But when it’s seven out of 10 years or
eight out of 10 years, that’s where it gets to
the point where it’s unsustainable.”
Lemon says the hardest-hit beef producers were the younger ones who didn’t
have the equity to ride out those rough
years. Many found off-farm work and left
the industry.

The 2016 Census reported 36,013 beef
operations in Canada in 2016, a drop of over
1,000 from 2011. And there were 4,133 fewer
farms producing hay in the latest census.
Lemon says the Manitoba Beef Producers
stated it represented 7,000 beef producers
in its boilerplate statements until the latest
census came out. Now they’re down to 6,500.

population. But it’s also because of multigenerational farms, he says.
“You’ve got farm operations that have,
in some cases, three generations working in
them, and the older operator can slow down
and still be involved.”

Ultimately, Gamble trusts the evidence
of his eyes, and thinks we don’t need to be
too concerned about the mid-career farmer.
Across the industry, he says, 35- to 40-yearolds are stepping into leadership roles, and
they are creating their own futures. CG

The next big chance
When it comes to farmland buyers in northeastern Saskatchewan, Sutter says she sees a
little bit of everything. “We’ve still got young
farmers wanting to move from Alberta to
Saskatchewan.”
Helping young farmers build their farms
is one of the things she likes about ag real
estate. But, she notes, she’s not seeing as
many farms for sale right now, which might
be due to tabling land values and less favourable markets.
Sutter says it’s hard to say what we’ll see
in the next ag census. But if farming gets
tough again, she expects to see more aging
farmers exit.
“Who will pick these farms up if they
do? Some will be farmers looking to expand
and some will be a new farmer looking to
move,” she says. Over time, she expects to
see fewer producers, mainly due to the risky
nature of farming.
Still, despite all the challenges, Sutter
remains relatively optimistic about farming.
“Good grain land will always be farmed, and
good cattle producers will always produce
another crop of calves.”
Snyder also thinks the number of young
people coming back to Saskatchewan farms
has flattened recently, mainly due to margins. And both Snyder and Lemon point out
that while the percentage of young farmers
grew in the last census, the number was so
low to start with that the percentage gain
looks more dramatic than it really is.
“It’s certainly encouraging to see the
young producers bump up a bit. Any
upward movement there is promising,”
Lemon says. But the small increase in
young farmers doesn’t come close to the
absolute number of aging farmers. Plus
the producers left in the depleted middle
demographic are advancing through the
age brackets, he says.
Gamble, who has 35 years of ag industry experience, also expects to see the average age of farmers climb in the next census,
partly because it’s a trend in the Canadian
COUNTRY-GUIDE.CA / JULY/AUGUST 2017
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Five years on

I

n 2012, Country Guide discovered a cluster of young farmers near out-of-the-way Cartwright, Man. They were
all searching for ways to start small in the heart of big-farm Canada, and they all saw their best chance in a
combination of direct marketing and holistic practices.
To some readers, it seemed like a dream. To others, more like a fantasy. Five years later, though, these families are
still farming, and they’re mostly loving it, even if they may have had to jettison some of their loftier ideas along the way.

photography: Sandy Black

By Angela Lovell

Michelle Schram and Troy Stozek — Fresh Roots Farm

B

ack in 2012, Michelle Schram and Troy
Stozek’s biggest goal was to quit their offfarm jobs and farm full time. It’s something
that Stozek has more or less managed to do,
although Schram still works part-time at her parents’
ranch supply store.
Schram and Stozek originally established Fresh Roots
Farm as a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
business selling mainly chicken and vegetables to local
and Winnipeg customers.
Growing vegetables for the CSA was labour intensive,
and they couldn’t achieve enough margin to make it
feasible to continue marketing that way. So, the biggest
change for them has been ditching the CSA and concentrating on direct marketing beef and sheep as well as
honey from their apiaries.
“We decided that sheep and cattle were the livestock
choices that we wanted to focus, on and honeybees as
well,” says Stozek. “We’ve expanded our apiary considerably. It’s to the point where it’s our main enterprise.”

16
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Urban deliveries worthwhile
Their network of customers has grown steadily as they
have worked hard on marketing and committed to regular urban deliveries. With their customers willing to pay
a premium price for their grass-fed beef, lamb and raw
honey, it has made the monthly delivery runs worthwhile, especially as they also supply 15 Winnipeg retailers with honey. “We have to restock our stores for honey
once a month or so, so we decided it was a good fit
for continuing to direct market our meat as well,” says
Stozek. “We also have an online ordering system where
customers can pre-order meat, honey or whatever else
they want, and we meet up at a central location in Winnipeg where everybody comes and picks up their orders.”
Their farm land base has grown over the past five
years. They have bought a quarter section from Schram’s
parents, and also rent an additional quarter section.
With the escalation in land prices over the past few years,
the couple had to think carefully before purchasing the
quarter, but decided it was feasible partly because of

their plan to concentrate on higher value,
pasture-based enterprises and use their
holistic management training to maximize
the productivity of their land resource.
“We have gotten better at looking at efficiencies and what works for us,” says Schram.
“We only have so much time and so much
labour, so we’ve focused on how we can
best use it to be more profitable and not
burn out.”
“We decided to focus on honey production because it doesn’t have a big land overhead,” adds Stozek. “That’s been a major part
of our cash flow to help pay for the land. It
represents shorter-term cash flow where it’s
not all tied up in bills and overhead.”
They have also focused on improving the
soil quality on their land, which has already
increased the carrying capacity of their land
by about five additional head of cattle per
year. “It’s about regenerating organic matter, bringing back the soil microbiology that
makes a healthy soil, and all of the things
that come from a healthy soil,” says Schram.
“We’ve focused on increasing productivity with our cattle and sheep through things
like higher stock density, adaptive grazing,
and different ways to overwinter our livestock on the hay field, which means we are
using every opportunity to maintain nutrients on the land. That’s giving us more grass,
increasing capacity, and allowing us to have
more animals that will help provide more
profit in our business.”

A lot of what we’re doing,” Stozek
acknowleges, “is focusing on what’s
working in terms of financial success.”
That’s meant a change in commodities,
but not in values.

Making the most of
what they have
Currently, Schram and Stozek sell about half
their cattle to the conventional beef market, and
half as direct-marketed, grass-fed beef. With the
demand for grass-fed beef constantly growing,
they plan to switch to that market completely
in the future, so are working with some better
genetics for feeding and finishing on grass.
“It was great for our cash flow to rely on
the conventional cattle market, especially as
prices were higher over the past few years,
but now that we see the demand for the
grass-fed beef, and how we enjoy the process
of raising them, we hope to get deeper into
that in the future,” says Stozek.
One thing that has helped them become
successful is using the resource base they
have in the way that makes the most sense
for them. “We’d be crazy to have anything
Continued on page 18

Getting “real” with social media helps Schram connect to a market that knows more about food.
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but working livestock on this type of land. It’s not
meant for anything else,” says Stozek. “What makes
our honey marketable and successful is getting floral
diversity into the nectars. There are all kinds of tame
and native perennials such as wild flowers, alfalfa, and
clover that give us the consistency and texture that
everybody just loves. We may not get as much productivity as if we had our bees in the middle of a canola
field, but people love the flavour, and it’s something
that’s unique.”
The couple are also more active on social media,
which they use to help build relationships with customers who can’t always take the two-and-a-half hour trip
out to the farm.
“We are doing a lot of social media with pictures
and videos, and little interviews, and I think it’s helpful
in putting some reality into what we do,” says Stozek.
“We try not to focus on just the cute, cuddly stuff; we
try to give people a good dose of as much reality as we
can through our information sharing.”
Their farm is definitely more successful and profitable than it was five years ago, not just because of the
improvements they have made to the land, but also
because of the awareness of their customers.
“There’s a lot of people now that are more educated
and tuned in to what’s happening in the country and
they’re looking for what we have, so it hasn’t been so
much about us educating people as just being there to
provide what they want,” says Schram. “There’s more
and more people coming to us every month who are
interested in what we’re doing and what we have.”
Still, financial challenges, particularly with cash
flow, remain very real — especially when the grass-fed
beef program requires animals to be kept on-farm for
as long as two years before providing income.
Accessing credit — especially as new farmers starting
out — has its challenges. “It’s very much a ‘chicken and egg’
scenario. If you don’t have the equity to borrow against, it
can be quite difficult to gain access to credit,” says Schram,
who adds they were able to make some informal leasing
arrangements with family to help them build their initial
livestock herd. “We feel fortunate to now have access to
credit at low interest rates, which has helped us in the initial
capital investment years. Compared to the interest rates our
parent’s generation were facing 30 years ago, this is a good
time to access financing.”
Despite the challenges, Schram and Stozek have
never regretted their choice to farm, and for Stozek, the
pride and sense of accomplishment he felt the moment
their first calves hit the ground was all it took to reinforce the belief that he’d made the right decision.
Schram’s “ah-ha!” moment came with one of the
first deliveries to Winnipeg, she says. “I realized how
important the process and relationship of selling food
directly to the families who would be eating it was, and
the excitement of both parties to be a part of a local
food economy.”
18
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Becoming a Part of the Community
Being an accepted part of the community, and helping it to grow and thrive has always been important
to Schram and Stozek, who admit that when they first
started out with their CSA enterprise there were quite a
few people rolling their eyes. That has changed as conventional farmers and others in the area have grown to
understand the value of what they do — and that they
know a thing or two about providing good, healthy
products.
“I think just by doing this long enough, and showing people that we’ve had some success, and we’re
not all that different in a lot of ways, it has validated
the way we do things in people’s eyes because at first,
the way we produced and marketed our products was
quite foreign to most people in our community,” says
Stozek. “Now, we sell products to people in our community, and it means a lot to us when people come
and stock up with a bunch of honey as their Christmas
gifts. There’s something to be said for providing food
to our neighbours and friends, and it really helps to
strengthen those relationships.”
Facing the challenges ahead
In future years Schram and Stozek want to build a farm
that is profitable, and more resilient to some of the
effects of climate change that they feel will become one
of the biggest challenges facing agriculture.
“There are going to be lots of vulnerabilities with
weather, be it drought or excess moisture… the more
organic matter we can get into the soil, the less vulnerable we’ll be to those swings,” says Stozek. “Hopefully
at some point, there will be a proactive enough policy
scheme where we might get rewarded for some of
those efforts. There’s not currently enough incentive
for people involved in agriculture to keep their shelter
belts for the role that they play in carbon sequestration
and biodiversity, or to maintain sloughs that help hold
back water. It’s almost the opposite; there are incentives to get rid of them at this point. The things that
motivate us to do what we do are just trying to minimize risk and vulnerability, and increase enjoyment
and profitability.”
Schram and Stozek’s biggest change is yet to
come, as they are expecting their first child in the fall.
“Another continuing goal, and we have not mastered it
yet, but I think now we are starting a family we need to
get a lot better at, is just taking more time for us,” says
Schram. “That’s a big part of holistic management, is
taking time for family and friends and not working
yourself to the bone.”
“A lot of what we’re doing is focusing on what’s
working in terms of generating financial success,”
Stozek acknowledges. But, he says, they haven’t
changed their basic strategy. “If you don’t enjoy what
you’re doing, you’re not going to give it the kind of
energy that it deserves.”

After five years,
Lee-Anne and
Riley are
convinced they
made the right
move. In fact,
they’re more
enthusiastic
than ever about
the future for
new farmers.

Riley and Lee-Anne Kemp

I

n the five years since Country Guide last caught up
with Riley and Lee-Anne Kemp, their lives have
become even more hectic.
For starters, their family has grown to three children — six-year-old Lexi, three-year-old Elliot and Halle,
who just turned six months old. Riley still works off farm
as a teacher at the local school, while Lee-Anne has ventured into her own physiotherapy practice in the area.
Focusing on ease and efficiency
Add to that the fact that they are now equal partners
with Riley’s parents in the family farm business and
there isn’t a lot of down time, which means they’ve had
to focus on making their farming system more efficient.
“We’re trying to make the system as manageable
as possible,” says Riley Kemp. “Dad still does most of
the day-to-day jobs himself, and I try and do most of
the planning and management. But we are constantly
looking for ways to make our system as user-friendly as
possible, which means cattle that are durable so that we
don’t have calving problems and we’re not out there with
a Medi-Dart and penicillin every day. It’s looking at how
do we cull, how do we improve our herd so that problems that can be major time eaters are not present or are

as rare as possible. We’re trying to go with low maintenance cows that work with our system.”
The farm has expanded its land base and cow herd since
2012. “Our personal herd is at 75 head, but Dad and I run
about 150 cows as a unit,” says Kemp. “We’ve added another
quarter section and just purchased one of our rented quarters. We’ve been trying to focus on genetics and getting the
right type of cow, and we hope in the next couple of years to
move towards direct marketing grass-fed beef.”
They have employed their holistic management training to increase their carrying capacity and extend the
grazing season, which has had a positive effect on the
bottom line. “The greatest change we’ve seen in the last
five years is the productivity of the pastures and the lack
of erosion that occurs now. It’s tough to walk out and
see bare ground, whereas before you could,” says Kemp.
“For example, in 2012 we were dry and many people
were feeding hay by September, but we were still grazing in October. Our cattle are consistently grazing until
mid-November so we are seeing tremendous changes that
way. On pasture they do so much better and are producing more. We can achieve a higher stocking rate, so we’re
Continued on page 20
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With Riley and
Lee-Anne both
still working
off the farm,
rigorous
planning is key
for making the
farm as efficient
as possible.

able to run more animals on the same land and for longer
periods of time. Our most expensive cost has been to
acquire more land, so to be able to produce more pounds
of beef per acre is almost like getting some land for free,
and we’re more profitable in the end.”
Making sure they get it right
The Kemps’ goal has always been to direct market all their
beef, but they are taking a measured approach to growing
the farm business, and they’re taking the time to make
sure their product is right before they take that plunge.
“We are not totally satisfied with our product yet,” says
Kemp. “I know that we could probably wait around forever
trying to make things perfect, but we’re just trying to get to
where we want to be before we jump in. I don’t want to work
hard to gain customers and then lose them because we don’t
have the right product or what they’re looking for. I think
we’re not far off at this point. We’re hoping to direct market
grass-fed beef within a calendar year of now.”
They also want to expand their product line by offering pasture-raised chickens and pork in the future, but
are taking the same methodical approach. “We’ve always
raised chickens for our family, so we’re going to try some
pasture-raised poultry this year for our own use because
I’d rather test the product on ourselves than on potential
customers,” says Kemp. “But the idea is to add that product when we take beef to market and maybe pork down
the road as well. We want to be more of a one-stop shop.”
Exploring niche markets
Marketing to larger, urban areas — like Winnipeg and
Brandon — is definitely part of the plan, and the Kemps
have contacts that may help them move into a niche market. “My brother lives in Winnipeg and runs in triathlons,
and associates with a crowd that is very health conscious,
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There’s room for people
who want to grow a
great product,” Riley says.
“As long as that continues,
there’ll be places for young
people to start.”
so we’re hoping that might help us tie into a market,” says
Kemp. “We’re just starting to look into how we’re going
to develop our market because, again, I didn’t want to
go and try and attract customers and then tell them they
have to wait, because then they go and find someone else.
I am hoping that we can create a buying club or something similar where we can stock to a location and sell to
our regular customers on a certain time frame.”
They have done a lot of homework, chatting with
other farmers who direct market their products, seeing
how they do it and learning from their mistakes, which
most are more than willing to share.
“The great thing about people who think the same
way we do is that they’re just so willing to share their
failures and say this is what doesn’t work, and this is
why it didn’t work for us, and this is what you’re probably going to need,” says Kemp.
“Troy Stozek and Michelle Schram sell a lot of product
directly and they’re just a tremendous resource to have in
our area because they understand some of the perils, and
pitfalls, and the challenges associated with selling large
amounts of product to consumers, things like storage and
the cost involved and all the other questions that come up.”
Continued on page 22
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It Takes a Team to Get it Right
By Bonnefield

I

have a close friend – an avid athlete – who
had been having problems with her hip. A
lifetime of sports appeared to have finally
caught up with her and over-the-counter
painkillers wouldn’t cut it anymore. So, last year
she went to her family doctor who diagnosed
her with a degenerative hip and placed her on a
waiting list for hip replacement surgery.
While waiting for her surgery, she tried
to ease her pain by meeting with a team of
specialists for advice: a physiotherapist, an
osteopath, a sports medicine specialist, a
naturopath and acupuncturist and, eventually,
a surgeon who is pioneering a new type of hip
surgery.
To her surprise, her team of medical
advisors began to doubt the original diagnosis
of the family doctor. It turned out that she
didn’t have degenerative hip disease after
all, but rather a pinched nerve and a muscle
imbalance that could be treated with daily
exercise and specialized physical therapy.
After a few months of intensive therapy, she
is now pain free and getting back on her bike.
Needless to say, she cancelled her date with
the surgeon and avoided a painful, potentially
life-changing surgery, that wouldn’t have
helped cure her condition anyway.

The point of this story is that when faced
with an important life decision or a complex
business decision, it is always best to seek
advice from a team of specialized experts
rather than from a single generalist.
At Bonnefield, we meet with farmers
across Canada every day who are in the
midst of making important life and business
decisions; decisions about retirement and
succession as well as expansion, balance sheets
and markets. They have to deal with ever more
complicated tax, legal and regulatory issues
and figure out how and when to implement
new agricultural technology.

Most farmers have someone they turn
to for occasional advice: someone just like
my friend’s family doctor who can be a good
sounding board and provide some general
advice. But many farm families lack a network
of specialist farm advisors that can provide the
depth of experience and specific expertise that
is appropriate for the increasingly complex
business of farming – like the medical team
that helped my friend avoid the surgeon’s
knife.
This is why Bonnefield has been proud
to support CAFA since 2013. CAFA, more
than any other organization in Canada, is
bringing together networks of specialist farm
advisors to advance their knowledge, expand
their contacts and move towards a teambased approach for helping farmers. Lawyers,
accountants, tax advisors, finance experts,
realtors, agrologists, marketers, commodity
experts – by better understanding each
other’s perspectives and disciplines, CAFA
members can provide a more client-centered,
coordinated approach to advising farmers
who are making important life decisions and
complex business decisions.
CAFA is helping farm advisors up their
game, and CAFA makes it easier for farmers
to find a team that can provide expert advice
for their biggest decisions.

CAFA MeMbeRs ARe The MosT vAluAble
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•
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Setting up for transition
Their focus was, and remains achieving their goal of direct marketing their beef
and future products, but they’ve also been trying to create time for their growing
family, as well as prepare for the transition of the farm when Riley’s father Kim,
who is 63, decides it’s time to take a smaller role in the daily operations.
By then, the aim is to have at least one of them working full time on the farm.
“We will continue to focus on planning so that things run as smoothly as possible,” says Kemp. “We’ve had lots of conversations about when our 50/50 partnership will end and this will be my baby. Dad’s certainly not talking about slowing
down right now, but we’re trying to put ourselves in as good a position as possible
so that when that time comes we’re able to make that transition.”
The Kemps still believe that young people can make a good living from farming, especially if they are open to new ideas and look objectively at the opportunities and different management models that are out there.
“It’s going to be hard work and challenging, but I think that with some good
management techniques, people are doing tremendous things,” Kemp says.
“I don’t think we’re even close to what lots of people are doing with growth
of grass, and diversity of livestock, and planned grazing. There are incredible
opportunities for people who are following similar paths.”
Then he adds, “A conventional model of expensive machinery and grains
and inputs is going to be next to impossible for anyone who doesn’t marry in or
inherit… but there’s still room for people who want to grow a great product and
there are people that are looking for a great product. And as long as that continues, there’ll be places for young people to start and be profitable.”

Wayne and
Maria McDonald:
McDonald Farm

W

ayne McDonald has never
had a job off the farm and
admits that he has no idea
what nine-to-five is all
about. That’s the way he likes it.
Now, thanks to some hard work and their
very dedicated focus, he and wife Maria have
managed to achieve one of the key goals they
set themselves five years ago, which was to
create a way that both could work full time
on their third-generation family farm.
They have achieved that, in part, because
they have grown the direct-marketing side
of their business to the point where they
sell virtually everything the farm produces
direct to customers in Winnipeg, Brandon,
Thompson, Gillam and Churchill.
“Five years ago we had a goal to market everything that we raised directly,” says
McDonald, who farms 1,120 acres near
Cartwright. “We’ve got to the point where
we have as many animals as our land can
handle comfortably, and we’re direct marketing all of our beef and pork.”
Getting to know
their customers
McDonald estimates the direct marketing side has tripled, if not quadrupled
over the past few years. McDonald Farms
hasn’t advertised for over seven years
thanks to loyal, repeat customers and
word-of-mouth referrals, as well as a more
informed public that knows what it wants
and sets out to find it.
“People approach us for two main reasons: they want to know where their food
comes from, and they want to know who’s
providing their food, meet them and shake
their hand,” says McDonald.
Many customers are concerned about
animal welfare and don’t always have a positive view on farming practices. “They want to
know that the animals are being raised ethically and sustainably,” says McDonald. “The
large, industrial hog barns have turned a lot of
people off of pork in general. The people that
approach us are interested in how our pigs are
raised outside and not confined in any way.”
The biggest change over the past five
years has been the growth of the farm’s sheep
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For Maria and Wayne, holistic management coupled with direct marketing has proved a reliable way to achieve their farm goals.

operation to 1,000 breeding ewes, which also
now serves the conventional market, which
in a way gives the farm an edge.
“We market a bit differently because
we lamb in June, so our lambs are smaller
during the Christmas period, when a lot
of people are marketing their lambs,” says
McDonald. “Our lambs stay on the farm
and I wait until there aren’t as many on the
market, then mine are ready and can be
shipped. We are taking advantage of holes
in the market because of how we manage and raise our animals. None of that is
an accident. We’re thinking about how to
work with Mother Nature, and as a result
of that, we have animals available for a
conventional market at a time when most
other people don’t.”
Achieving milestones
Maria gave up her part-time job as a health
care aide when their first child, Emma, was
born four years ago. She has taken on the
bookkeeping responsibilities for the farm,
and is busy helping out where she can and
managing Emma and her younger brother,
Ethan, who just turned one.
Because the couple have hit the milestone they set in terms of direct marketing

and maximizing the number of animals
their land can carry, they have begun to
diversify their product line, adding free
range eggs, chicken and turkeys.
“We’ve hit our main goal and we’re trying to figure where we want to go from
here,” says McDonald. “A lot is going to
depend on what the kids want to do. I know
they’re really young yet but we have got
to be looking at the sorts of things they
enjoy, and maybe incorporate them into the
farm in case they express any sort of interest
down the road. That’s a longer-term goal.”
In the short term the plan is to continue
to increase the productivity of the land base
they have, rather than buying more land,
which, at the high land prices in their area,
isn’t really an option at the moment.
“Our limiting factor here is water. If it
gets dry, grass just doesn’t grow. So we try
to retain as much water as we can on our
place,” says McDonald. “Every year our policy is to spend some money to improve our
pastures by spreading grass seed and that
sort of thing. We roll out hay to improve
fertility and concentrate on growing grass,
then have the animals to harvest the grass,
so our goal is to continually improve the
land base that we have.”

Goals keep everything
on track
The McDonald family are long-time holistic
management practitioners. Wayne’s father,
Jim McDonald, took a holistic management
course in 1992 and was one of the first farmers
in the area to adopt a regenerative system of
rotational grazing and management based on
holistic principles of land, people and profit.
Wayne took the holistic management course
as well and was invited to participate periodically in the holistic management group which
used to meet regularly in the Cartwright area.
The biggest thing their holistic management training has taught them has been
the importance of goal setting. “I’ve known
people that are doing a thousand different
things, and not accomplishing anything
because they’re not following a trajectory
that makes any sense for their farm,” says
McDonald. “It’s almost impossible to progress in any kind of business if you don’t
know where you want to go.”
Plus, McDonald finds “having the ability to sit down and brainstorm, and come
up with short-term, intermediate and longterm goals, gives you the ability to self-check
Continued on page 24
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“There was
no particular
time when I realized
we were going to be
successful,” Wayne
says. “We just kept
making incremental
progress.”
and assess whether the things that you’re
doing now are going to help accomplish
your goals next year, or five, 10 or 15 years
from now. It helps point your effort and
focus in the direction that is most beneficial
to yourself, your farm, and your family.”
As an example, a major target is to get
production costs as low as possible. “We have
never wanted, and still don’t want huge overheads in terms of buildings and capital costs,”
says McDonald. “I have a barn that was built
in the ’60s that’s 20 feet by 60 feet and that’s
it. I don’t have a mile of barn that I need to
maintain and pay for. We calve, lamb, and
have pigs out at pasture in June when it’s nice
out and I don’t need to worry about having
buildings for everything… that’s one of the
things that we look at for cost savings.”
For the first five years after he returned
to the farm, the McDonalds managed the
operation without an operating loan or line
of credit. “If we couldn’t afford to purchase
something out of cash flow we didn’t purchase it,” says McDonald. “It wasn’t that
we were opposed to operating credit, but
our farm was relatively small potatoes at
the time and no lending institution was
interested in extending the small amount of
credit we felt we wanted. Over the past 10
years, as our operation has grown, accessing
credit has become easier. That said, we still
believe in debt reduction and making sure
that our financial ratios are optimized.”
24
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A farming style that fits
McDonald wasn’t always certain that farming was the best career choice, and he took
some time to explore what other career
paths there might be for him. After going
away to university at 18, he essentially stayed
away from the farm until he was 27, taking time to learn about farming systems
in other countries, and obtain his masters
degree. “Part of the initial impetus to continue my education was the general consensus that there was no future in farming,”
says McDonald. “After being away for nine
years I felt that I wanted a lifestyle change
and desired to move back close to home.
My father and I had a number of discussions about future directions for the farm
and I agreed to come back and become
involved with the farm again. One month
after I got back we had 250 sheep dropped
off and began to move the farm in a couple
of new directions. There was no particular
time when I realized we were going to be
successful. We just kept making incremental
progress towards our goals.”
Over the past five years, the family has
made some concrete steps in the transition
process that began informally in 2002 when
McDonald came back to farm. McDonald has
gradually assumed more of the management
responsibilities, and says the whole process
has been made a lot smoother because, again,
of setting some mutual goals for the business.

“If my father and I had drastically different goals for the farm, it would be tough to
figure out how to progress but we’ve a similar general sense of where the farm should
go,” says McDonald. “I maybe do things
a bit differently to what he would have
done, but generally speaking, the farm is
going along the way we both would like. For
instance, he had no desire to do any direct
marketing. That’s something I decided I
wanted to do and, along with Maria, we’ve
put a lot of time and energy into that, and
we’ve grown it into a successful business.
It all still works with the overall goal of the
farm in terms of sustainability, and holistic
management, and rotational grazing, and
multi-species grazing.”
The McDonalds are convinced that the
holistic management style of farming can be
a fit for both new and experienced farmers.
“It teaches how to set goals, and it’s a
philosophy that allows young people to get
into farming without having to invest hundreds of thousands of dollars,” says McDonald. “It’s about ways to be successful farming
on a quarter section or 40 acres. There are
people that have been farming for decades
who are interested in holistic management
as well because it makes sense. Just the goalsetting alone is valuable, even if you’ve been
farming for 30 years, just to be able to think
about how to set goals and how to shift
paradigms.” CG

SPOTLIGHT ON
CROP ADVANCES
Crop Advances is an annual report that
summarizes applied research projects
involving the OMAFRA Field Crop team, in partnership
with commodity groups, industry and the OSCIA.

Go to the Research & Resources page at
www.ontariosoilcrop.org

How to grow your local Soil and Crop association
By Lilian Schaer
An involved and committed membership is
key to any association’s success. That can
be difﬁcult, though, in a time when many
agricultural organizations are struggling with
low volunteer numbers.
It’s a situation that can happen almost
anywhere, according to Heartland Soil and
Crop Improvement Association provincial
director Stuart Wright, but it’s possible to help
rejuvenate local associations, which is what
Heartland did with two of its member groups
in recent years.
“Things go in ebbs and ﬂows and sometimes
you can ﬁnd yourself in a spot where you
have to reorganize,” he says, adding that the
regional soil and crop association has a strong
role to play in helping the local organizations.
“If you help the local committee form and
promote their annual general meeting, you’ll
get a turnout and the directors can be elected.
That’s your beginning point – although that
can be easier said than done.”
There are many different ways to recruit
members to a local committee, advises
Wright, such as organizing local events to
attract potential candidates, using the local
newsletter to let people know an effort is
underway to rejuvenate the board, and simply
keeping an eye out for potential members
while attending events in the local area.
“Once you have a good basic idea of what
you’re trying to accomplish, you have to put
some time and effort into connecting with
people who are potential candidates.” he says.
“When you’re at events, for example, it’s that
person with natural curiosity that is asking
questions - those are the people you want to
get to know and encourage.”
It’s a process that can take a bit of time, so
it’s important to be patient but persistent.
According to Wright, after an extended period
of no real activity within the local association
it took about a year and a half before willing
members in Huron mobilized and set sights

on organizing an AGM, and it took about 12
months with the local association in Waterloo.
He credits local agricultural business contacts
and Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs soybean specialist Horst Bohner
with playing key roles in helping encourage
new members and organize those meetings.
“You have to be realistic, you might not be
lucky enough to meet the right people at the
right time, so you may have to leave it for a
while and come back to it if it’s not working,”
Wright advises. “In Heartland, we were lucky
to ﬁnd good people who are now organizing
and getting involved.”
That includes a Soil Health Information day
held last year, for example, as well as a Forage
Expo two years ago in Waterloo, while Huron
has set up a demonstration farm dedicated to
soil health work.
When recruiting, be ready with answers to
some of the most common questions people
have:
• How much time will this take? Physical
meetings aren’t always necessary if things
can be done electronically using texting,
emails or other tools.
• What’s my liability? The Ontario Soil and
Crop Improvement Association carries
insurance that will cover directors on their

ONTARIO SOIL AND CROP IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION

association activities and events they host
on behalf of the organization.
• How and where do we host meetings?
A good local association secretary can
help manage the administrative details,
and Wright says that’s where the regional
representatives can help the local group
with recruitment.
“You want to present people with an
opportunity and hope they’ll be excited about
it. Don’t try to pressure or guilt people into it,”
he says, adding that once a local committee is
formed, it’s important to encourage people to
attend events like FarmSmart, local twilight
meetings or organize county-speciﬁc events
to attract potential candidates. “You hope that
will spur ideas and get people excited to get
involved and put their own spin on things.”

Recruitment tips
• Look for “question-askers” people with natural curiosity
• Attend regional ag events to help
identify potential candidates
• Approach local agribusiness people and
OMAFRA staff for contacts
• Ask OSCIA or the regional association
for help like recruiting a secretary or
facilitating a ﬁrst meeting

Mission: Facilitate responsible economic management of soil, water, air and crops through development and communication of innovative farming practices

www.ontariosoilcrop.org
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Farmers
needed
With a projected $22 billion in sales, Canada’s
new cannabis market is generating a very
heady kind of buzz in farm circles
By Shannon VanRaes / CG Field Editor
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Partly, the low approval rate is because, although
many people have brought cash and business acumen to
the table, few have stepped forward with the agricultural
expertise needed to consistently produce high-quality
cannabis.
“I think the biggest thing is that we have seen some
people become licensed producers that don’t have the
agronomic background to grow on a commercial level,”
says Dan Clarke, executive vice-president of business
development and agronomy at A&L Canada Laboratories.
“They had to learn really quickly, and they made expensive mistakes… the agronomy always has to come first or
you are just not going to have a quality product.”
Clarke grew up on a cow-calf operation in Ontario
before studying agronomy, first working with medical
opium in Australia before moving on to medical cannabis, a plant he says has been underestimated in terms of
production challenges.
“Some of these licensed producers, some of the initial
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orking in total darkness, Thaddeus Conrad carefully feels his way up a nearly
vertical set of stairs before switching on a
single green light.
The bulb casts a weak, eerie glow, revealing a room
packed with heavily budded marijuana plants.
But don’t jump to the wrong conclusion. There’s
nothing clandestine about the hazy light. Pure and simple, this is great crop science at work.
“I like to keep them in total darkness the last three
days,” Conrad says, speaking over the hum of numerous
fans. “It brings out those trichomes.”
President and CEO of the Med-Man Brand, which
he describes as a “weed-seed-feed” company, Conrad is
philosophical when it comes to marijuana’s medicinal
properties, but fastidious and technical when it comes to
agronomic practices.
Inside a nondescript cluster of buildings south of
Steinbach, about an hour southeast of Winnipeg, Conrad carefully measures nutrients, conserves moisture,
monitors temperature and controls light at each stage of
plant development.
His horticultural expertise has been hard won, and
now, as Canada prepares for the legalization of recreational cannabis — the newly dignified term bestowed
on pot, weed, Ganja and Mary-Jane — his skills are in
high demand.
The federal government introduced the Cannabis Act
in April, which stipulates that legalization occur sometime
before July 1, 2018. With it comes a deluge of interest from
investors and startups looking to cash in on a market estimated by some at more than $22 billion.
As of May 25, Health Canada had received 1,665
applications to become licensed producers of cannabis
for medical purposes. Of those, 265 have been refused,
69 withdrawn and 858 deemed incomplete. Still, 45
licenses have been issued, and about 30 are actively producing cannabis.

These
corporate
bigwigs aren’t
hiring the right
people,” Conrad
says of the
country’s first
legal marijuana
operations. “They
don’t have the
farmer mentality.”
It won’t be easy to manage the crop’s tricky
biology, including these trichromes. 

ones, came into it and thought, well, marijuana is a weed, you can grow it anywhere,”
he says. “And that statement is true, but we’re
trying to grow a high-yielding, high-quality,
safe product and there are certainly agronomic things that need to be looked after.”
Primarily, says Clarke, “Medical cannabis is no different than growing canola or
cherries or corn or alfalfa. At certain growth
stages it has certain requirements for nutrition and we have to make sure we are meeting those requirements.”
Back in southern Manitoba, Conrad
blames police forces for spreading the idea
that potent cannabis can be easily produced
by lazy and itinerant criminals.
“The establishment has tried its best to
shame marijuana users and marijuana producers, and a part of that shame is convincing the general public… that you plant seeds
and you go on vacation to Jamaica for three
months and then you come back and you
collect a million dollars,” says Conrad, who
is permitted to produce medical marijuana
for himself and three others.
“What police and RCMP have always
told me is, ‘You’re taking the easiest way
out’ and you know what the biggest irony of
those ignorant statements is? It’s that I have
lived the hardest life of anyone I know… I’ve
endured beatings from police, I’ve endured
jail, I’ve endured petty court cases.”
Reaching into a warmly lit growth room
to turn down speakers playing classical
music, Conrad adds that in some cases there
is also a reluctance on the part of licensed
producers to hire growers who honed their
skills in the black market.
“These corporate bigwigs aren’t hiring
the right people,” he says. “They don’t want
experienced people.”
Already, production issues have led to
marijuana recalls in Canada. Random testing
by Health Canada at Hydropothecary Corp’s
facility in Gatineau, Que., this spring found
leaf samples that tested positive for myclobutanil, a mildew-killing agent that becomes
hydrogen cyanide when exposed to heat.
Other licensed producers have issued
similar recalls in recent months, including Aurora Cannabis, Organigram Inc. and
Mettrum Ltd.
“You can see that as an industry we are
very young and infantile,” says Cole Cacciavillani, co-founder of Ontario-based Aphria.
Continued on page 28
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The industry, he says, has been sending out messages
that legally produced cannabis is healthy, and much better
quality than what you can buy on the street. “We haven’t
been able to make that claim without getting ourselves
into trouble,” complains Cacciavillani. “We have to get
there, we have to be able to tell consumers we are there.”
With 30 years of experience in the greenhouse industry, Cacciavillani says Aphria is probably the “only truly
agricultural player” in North American cannabis. So it’s
no surprise that Cacciavillani is critical of the federal
government’s decision to leave Agriculture and AgriFood Canada on the sidelines as legalization approaches.
Leaving the regulation of crop production entirely in
the hands of Health Canada, he says, has contributed to
more hurdles for marijuana producers.
“In all fairness to Health Canada, I don’t think they
realized the whole scope and dynamics, and the geography, and how this whole thing really works,” Cacciavillani says. “When you actually start to get down here and
you manage it, and you really have to start to ramp up
production, that is where some of these issues are.”
Luc Duchesne, the chief science officer at WeedMD Rx
disagrees on that point, at least in part. While he accepts
that Health Canada has a steep learning curve ahead, the
biochemist says the agency is a better choice for the regulatory tasks ahead than other government agencies.
“There is a need to educate the regulator about the
biology of the plant, but it’s not a deficit… we can all
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collectively get a better understanding of the biology
of this crazy creature that is cannabis,” says Duchesne.
“Growing cannabis is really hard, it’s complicated.”
Cannabis, he says, “is a living organism that has all
kinds of peculiarities that makes things very, very complicated for anyone trying to do it.”
Supreme Pharmaceuticals, which operates a federally
licensed cannabis production subsidiary called 7ACRES
in Kincardine, Ont., hired Conrad to get its production
system up and running.
“It is an honour to have him,” Supreme’s executive
vice-president Brayden Sutton told the Financial Press at
the time. “He brings with him decades of practical experience, as well as a large and loyal patient following.”
Other Canadian cannabis companies have similarly
turned to private consultants in an attempt to manage
production issues and build agricultural expertise. Meanwhile, however, conventional farmers have remained on
the sidelines as the country moves towards legalization.
“There are some other agricultural guys now looking
at this space and trying to decide to get in, but capital
becomes an issue,” says Cacciavillani.
Clarke agrees that capital costs are a barrier for
conventional grain or livestock producers interested
in diversifying with cannabis, but notes that stringent
regulation is also a drawback — not to mention costs
associated with security. Still, he says some farmers are
tire-kicking the idea, particularly if they have surplus
buildings or are in an industry with transferable infrastructure, such as greenhouse production.
“The other thing is, and this has nothing to do with
crop production or anything, but some people just have
a moral issue with it and that becomes a bit of a challenge as well,” Clarke adds.
Others think the technical aspects of cannabis production could be why conventional farmers are steering
clear of the emerging crop.
“This is still very specialized agriculture. And part of
the problem, what makes it so specialized, is the regulatory framework that you’re bound to carry with you,”
Cacciavillani says.
“Even I found it quite overwhelming,” he says. “We
brought in people from the pharmaceutical world to deal
with the regulatory side of it.”
Concerns about monoculture have been raised by the
cannabis community as large players prepare for legalization, but Conrad and others believe once the groundwork is laid, craft and specialty growers will find a home
in the market. These niche markets could be more enticing to farmers looking to diversify as well, says Clarke.
Still, many questions remain about how legalization
will work. While the expectation is that the medical cannabis producers of today will be the recreational producers of tomorrow, exactly how that transition will occur is
yet to be determined.
What is clear, though, is that today’s legal growers
won’t be able to meet consumer demand.

“One of things we’ve learned collectively
as licensed producers is that each facility has
its quirks, and to be able to produce the best
quality cannabis at high yields, it takes a little
bit of time to get there,” says Cam Battley of
Aurora, which operates a production facility roughly the size of 16 football fields at
Edmonton’s international airport.
At full capacity, Aurora will be able to
produce 100,000 kilograms of marijuana
each year — just a fraction of the 800,000
kilograms of the annual demand Battley
anticipates following legalization.
“The volumes that we’re going to need
to supply… they are incredible and we cannot grow those volumes in isolation wearing
loud shirts and playing loud music. That’s
not going to cut it,” says Cacciavillani.
Still, Cacciavillani sees smaller players
entering the market in the coming years.
One of the big questions, however, is how
many small-scale producers will be allowed
to go after a slice of the action.
Battley speculates Health Canada will
limit the number of growers at some point.
“I would imagine that they are looking for
a system that they are capable of regulating,
and to me that means, not thousands of producers, but a manageable number,” he says.
For its part, Health Canada declined to
be interviewed for this story.
As if existing production challenges
weren’t heady enough, Cacciavillani
sees fresh challenges on the horizon. For
decades, cannabis strains or varieties have
been bred for increased levels of tetrahydrocannabinol — better know as THC — or
for specific cannabinoids like cannabidiol.
Black market breeders have not necessarily
focused on developing disease resistance,
although even if they had it might be moot.
Legally obtaining genetic material takes
businesses down a winding, shifting path
with limited choice.
Initially only one strain of cannabis was
on offer from the Canadian government —
developed from seeds seized by law enforcement, according to many in the industry.
Today, many cannabis strains have worked
their way into the medical market one way
or another, giving licensed producers new
options. Still, there is concern about the process of legitimizing black market genetics.
Cacciavillani suggests another solution
to the problem, one so far removed from the
philosophy of many growers and consumers
it drew an audible gasp from the crowd when

This is still very specialized agriculture,”
warns Aphria grower Cole Cacciavillani.
he mentions it at a Cannabis Canada forum
held in downtown Winnipeg earlier this year.
“The Monsantos of the world, the Syngentas of the world need to be involved,” Cacciavillani says, adding biotechnology is the only
route to managing pests and disease without
relying solely on pesticides. It’s a contentious
issue, with some at the forum immediately
voicing their opposition to what was dubbed
“Roundup ready cannabis” by attendees.
“We’re going to have stuff hit us,” Cacciavillani responds. “One of the problems we’re
going to have is that these places are continually producing and we’re going to start
to introduce disease, and then we’re going
to start to have mutations of diseases that
we haven’t even seen yet, and we’re going to
need help when that happens.”
Stepping out of his grow rooms, past
some small Health Canada signs and into
the soft afternoon light of summer, Conrad
says he respects all the work and business
skills cannabis startups have brought with
them, but stresses that producing marijuana
takes more than investment dollars.

“Where they fall short is they don’t have
the farmer mentality. They have a corporate, capitalistic mentality,” he says. “If
you talk to any farmer… you will actually
notice how different their mentalities are.”
In some ways, Conrad doesn’t see himself as a grower at all, but rather as an environmental balancer. “The plants are doing
the growing,” he says, adding that in time
the cannabis market will also find balances
of production versus quality, large-scale
versus niche, and medical versus recreational.
And amid all the questions, Conrad
hopes Canadians take a moment to step
back and look at the big picture.
“People need to realize that the prohibition of cannabis had nothing to do with the
plant and everything to do with infringing
on our human rights. It’s not a plant or substance issue but a human rights and human
freedoms issue,” he says, adding, “Anything
that is good for human rights is good for
our economy and it’s good for jobs and it’s
good for everything.” CG
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Guide Legal

By Nadia Campion and Sarah Walker

A co-trustee’s
responsibility
If asked to serve as a co-trustee, be aware
that acting as a rubber stamp will not
protect you if things go wrong

W

hen drafting a will, parents often name more than
one of their children as
the trustees of their estate.
Given the dynamics between siblings, it is
not uncommon for one child to take on a
more active role than another in administering the estate.
However, in a recent decision, the Court
of Appeal for Ontario has made clear that
passive involvement as a trustee does not
meet legal muster. Each estate trustee must
take an active role in exercising his or her
judgment and discretion on every matter
relating to the administration of the estate.
If a problem arises, a trustee will not be
exonerated for passively acquiescing in a cotrustee’s decisions or actions.
The case arose from a will in which
the testator, Thomas Cahill, appointed his
daughter, Sheila, and his son, Kevin, as
executors and trustees of his estate. They

not mention a trust for the benefit of Patrick.
He included the account information for
Michael, another brother, under the heading
“Information for Pre-Authorized Payment
Agreement/Direct Deposit.”
In the years that followed, either Kevin
or Michael would withdraw funds from the
investment account and make the required
$500 monthly payments to Patrick. This
continued until the spring of 2014, when
three consecutive monthly cheques were
returned for insufficient funds. After this,
the brothers made no further payments to
Patrick.
Patrick later discovered that Kevin had
borrowed the remaining money in the London Life plan as a “mortgage” for his business premises. When the business failed and
the bank realized on the premises, there were
no funds left to pay Patrick. Patrick then
brought an application for payment of his
entitlement under the will. He also sought

Each trustee must take an active role in
exercising their judgment and discretion
on every matter relating to the estate
were directed to set aside $100,000 in a trust
fund for the benefit of their brother, Patrick. The will specified that Kevin would
be the trustee of Patrick’s trust fund with
“sole discretion as to the investment of the
monies” in the fund. Patrick was to receive
a payment of $500 each month from the
trust fund.
After Thomas died in 2010, Sheila and
Kevin arranged for his house to be sold, with
net proceeds to the estate of $223,013.75.
Sheila and Kevin both signed a direction to
the estate’s bank to issue a draft for $100,000
from the estate’s account, payable to London
Life, with which Kevin opened an investment
account. On the application form, Kevin
described himself as the annuitant and Sheila
as the contingent policy holder. Kevin did
30
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to remove Sheila and Kevin as executors and
trustees of the estate, and Kevin as trustee of
his trust fund.
During the course of the litigation, Sheila’s lawyer wrote the following to Patrick:
“Neither Sheila nor her children received
the money from the house sale, Kevin did. I
do not know what he did with that money.
But one thing for sure is that Sheila and her
two children do not know either. They are
not liable to you in any way.”
The Court disagreed. It found that Sheila
was negligent because she had abdicated
her duties as executor and trustee of the
estate. She was required to take “real, active
steps to ensure that the trust fund was set
up in accordance with the Will,” but she
failed to do so. The Court stated: If the

Deceased had merely wished Kevin alone
to have absolute authority and to make
all decisions with respect to the Estate, he
would not have appointed Sheila as an
executor and trustee. Sheila’s appointment
in that role must be seen as reflective of the
Deceased’s wish that she not simply acquiesce to or rubber stamp anything suggested
or done by Kevin. Sheila was obligated to
exercise her own judgment. She completely
failed in that duty.
The Court held both Sheila and Kevin
responsible for the outstanding principal
necessary to fund the monthly $500 payments to Patrick.
Sheila appealed. The Court of Appeal
dismissed the appeal. It confirmed that each
trustee must take an active role in exercising their judgment and discretion on every
matter relating to the estate. Sheila’s passivity did not protect her. As the Court put it,
“doing nothing was not a luxury available to
her as a co-trustee.”
This case is a good example of the common law obligations and duties that apply
to trustees in all provinces. It has long been
recognized, including by the Supreme Court
of Canada, that the standard of care and
diligence required of a trustee in administering a trust is that of a person of ordinary
prudence managing his or her own affairs.
Co-trustees must recognize and understand that they are obliged to take an active
role in fulfilling their duties as trustee. They
cannot sit idly by as their co-trustee manages the estate. If they cannot or do not
wish to participate in the administration
of the estate, then they should renounce
their appointment. Otherwise, they may be
exposed to liability when something goes
wrong. As Donovan W.M. Waters, a leading
trusts scholar once wrote: “[A trustee] is not
entitled to shrug off the wrongful actions of
a co-trustee on the basis that he knew nothing of what the other was doing.” CG
Nadia Campion and Sarah Walker are business
and estate litigators at Polley Faith LLP. Their clients
include small- to medium-size businesses,
individuals and associations across a wide range of
sectors, including in the farming community. They
can be reached at 416-365-0550 or ncampion@
polleyfaith.com / swalker@polleyfaith.com.
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Let’s get real
The 2016 ag census
misrepresents the state of
succession planning on
Canada’s farms. Here’s why
that matters — a lot — for your
decisions in coming months
tom button, editor / country guide

I

f you told a roomful of bright people to come up
with a census question to underestimate how much
thought farmers have put into succession planning,
you could hardly have produced a better choice
than the question that Statistics Canada actually asked.
Do you have a written succession plan? It’s a question
that only works if you believe, as StatsCan apparently
believes, that unless you have a formal, written plan sitting on a shelf, you’re totally unprepared for succession.
It’s also the only question that can get us to StatsCan’s
bald statement that a mere 8.4 per cent of farms are
ready for what comes next.
The weaknesses in this are so clear, they hardly need
raising, but let’s consider the most obvious. Succession
planning might take two to four years, and if you’ve gone
90 per cent of the way through the process, you’ve had
the family meetings, you’ve changed who does what on
the farm, you’ve brought in your banker and accountant,
you’ve taken out insurance policies, you’ve done everything except sign off on some written document, does
that mean you’re unprepared for succession?

Gwen Paddock
NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
AGRICULTURE
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA

A

t RBC we know that
farming is not only a
way of life, but also an
essential contributor
to the Canadian economy, which is why we’re proud to
partner with farmers to help you deal with present-day
challenges — whether that’s volatile commodity markets, the fluctuating Canadian dollar, the need to establish public trust or making decisions about retirement.

I’m a believer in planning and I’m a believer in
communication, and I believe in written plans in part
because they help ensure you make progress on those
goals. But even I have to admit that the work that goes
into producing and revising a written plan isn’t going to
happen on every farm, and they’ll end up okay anyway.
The problem here is that, once again, the intelligence
of farmers is being sold short. In Ottawa, the take-home
is that farmers are sitting on half a trillion dollars’ worth
of assets and aren’t on the ball enough to know that they
can’t just let everything sort itself out on its own.
This kind of paternalism rarely ends well.
Worse, it creates confusion. It makes me want to ask
detail questions, like whether the 7.6 per cent of farms
that produce over $1 million in annual sales and that
produce 60 per cent of Canada’s farm receipts are essentially the same farms as the 8.4 per cent that have written
succession plans.
Instead, we should be focusing, as writers Maggie Van
Camp and John Greig do in this supplement, on what
takes a succession plan from good to great.
Just because a plan is written doesn’t mean it’s the
best possible plan for that farm, or even that it’s realistic.
Clearly, the most significant learning from the 2016
census is how difficult it is to grow today’s farms. Yes,
farm size is increasing, but only by about one per cent
per year.
If the census had asked farmers in 2011 how much
they hoped to grow, and how much they were ready to
grow, Ottawa would get a shock.
Succession is the foundation not just for asset transfer, but for farm growth, profitability and sustainability.
It will also be hugely important to Canada’s competitiveness.
It’s time to get real about our farmers.
Are we getting it right? Let me know at tom.button@
fbcpublishing.com. 

Whether you’re looking to expand your farm or
to pass it to the next generation, or if your goal is to
protect the farm against potential risks, we have experienced and knowledgeable agriculture banking specialists and a full lineup of products and services to help
you make your next move.
We’re pleased to work with Country Guide to highlight the importance of succession planning and share
some strategies you can use with your business. Should
you have any questions, the RBC team of industry
experts have worked with many other farm families to
create effective succession plans. We look forward to the
opportunity to partner with you. 
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succession:
From good to great
Follow these nine strategies for a better
succession plan and a stronger family

By Maggie Van Camp, senior BUSINESS editor / country guide

A

n accountant, a lawyer and a farm
financial adviser swap stories with me
about farm families and succession planning.
Perhaps not surprisingly, they start with the
disasters. They talk about the overreactions they’ve witnessed,
the pain, the gulfs they’ve seen between dream and reality, the
costs, the broken families.
Quickly, though, the talk turns to the wins, and the stories
are about the communication they’ve seen happen, the understanding that has grown, the preplanning that has begun, and
the joy and pride that come alive when a family gets together
around shared goals.
And we notice that in so many of these successes, there seem
to be the same critical success factors coming up again and again
and driving farm succession planning from good to great.
Often these linchpins put the family on a course to new levels
of management and even happiness.
This article is our effort to get these linchpins into a format
that you can share and that can elevate your plan above what any
individual could achieve on their own.
Succession planning is a group effort, with parents, siblings,
spouses and other family members, plus their bankers, professionals and advisers. And it is sticky with group dynamics, history
and personalities.
Country Guide put together an advisory team with decades of
experience helping families with succession. Our team includes:
 Darrell Wade, founder of Farm Life Financial Planning Group
located in Peterborough, Ont.
 Reid Wilkie lawyer with Smith and Hersey in Medicine Hat,
Alta.
 Dean Klippenstine, a CPA with MNP in Regina, Sask.
Each has a portfolio thick with farms they’ve helped, and each
also has memories of the occasional succession gone wrong.
Mostly, they know how succession can create growth, ideas,
and opportunities, and how it can bring families even closer
together.
If you pull a chair up to the table, and if you roll up your
sleeves and work through the tough issues, succession can yield
unexpected rewards and teach powerful lessons.
Succession planning can be bigger than keeping the farm in
the family… if you do it right.

4
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BE OPEN TO
RE-ENERGIZING THE FARM.

Every farm is different, but
generally the upcoming generation brings new ideas and
youthful energy to a farm business, and this combination of
energy and fresh thinking can
drive future success.
Even better, this can-do attitude can be contagious. Youthful optimism affects the older
generation and often drives
changes and expansion for the
whole farm.
In fact, it even has a name
— “the succession effect” —
coined by English ag economist
Matt Lobley at the University
of Exeter.
“It’s simply more fun when
you have a younger person
around who is full of energy,
and ideas,” agrees MNP’s Klippenstine.
As his clients get past 50, he
says, it isn’t unusual for them
to become less motivated by
money. He thinks that’s because,
compared to the effort and risk
that it would take to achieve real
growth, lifestyle doesn’t improve
that much when personal net
worth rises from, say, $1 million
to $3 million.
A young person will rekindle that drive, even if it’s a
non-family successor instead of
a son or daughter. Klippenstine
has helped a few farms where
the children aren’t interested

The value
of the
farm assets
becomes
dwarfed by
how much the
members value
their family,”
says adviser
Darrell Wade
in the farm and instead they’ve
brought in a key person, setting
up a profit-sharing agreement
or maybe helping them obtain
five per cent of the business.
This allows the older generation to enjoy a better quality of
life in retirement while bringing in hard-working younger,
skilled people to drive growth.

2

FOCUS
ON PROFIT.

Adding another generation to
the decision tree will change
the way decisions are made.
Perhaps today you can just
make a decision and tell everyone what you’ve decided, but as
you get into succession you’ll
have to make a business case
for why it’s the right step.
T hat’s go o d, howe ver,
because numbers don’t lie, and
they aren’t emotional.
At the same time, succes-
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sion planning also puts the
farm’s financial performance
on the table for everyone to
examine, often because you
need to find ways to generate
another household income,
and you need to look at the
productive value of assets.
But this too is an opportunity. Succession planning
shows farmers how powerful
financial information can be to
their farms.
As Wade says, there’s nothing like a goal to motivate and
teach.
Klippenstine adds that you
can have the slickest, smartest, most congenial succession
plan, but if the business doesn’t
make money or there’s no plan
to make more money, it isn’t
going to work.
So, while the parents might
fear the younger generation
could take the farm down with
uncontrolled spending, Klippenstine finds that adding a
younger generation usually
increases financial success.
In fact, he says businesses
should want to have young
people on board. “They add
energy, they add drive, they
tend to create profit,” Klippenstine says. “Adding young,
smart, hard-working next generations can drive success.”
Although younger farmers
might draw more for lifestyle,
Klippenstine has found they
tend to look at farm decisions
with sharper pencils and have
a more realistic view of the cost
of carrying inventory and nonworking assets. In other words,
they don’t hold on to inventory
as a security blanket, or keep
iron around simply because it’s
a bother to resell it.
It’s one reason why, instead
of simply helping the next generation to borrow equipment
and rent a quarter section on
their own, Klippenstine sees

greater benefits with profitsharing agreements for the
whole farm.
Te a m w o r k w i l l h e l p
improve overall productivity,
which needs to be a priority
because no matter how smart
the people are, and no matter
how good their business plans,
the farm won’t be profitable if
it doesn’t produce.
“You can’t fix that in the
boardroom or in an accountant’s office,” says Klippenstine. “All my best growers are
unhappy all season, they are
constantly micromanaging
their fields, trying to improve.
That’s why they are successful.”

3

get the
math right.

Over the 23 years Klippenstine has been helping farms
with succession, he has found
that having the right business
structures in place helps the
farm solve its soft issues.
For example, if the value
of ownership is defined it will
help keep the discussion out of
the weeds.
The same is true of the division of duties and the ownership structure of the farm.
Getting your processes right,
including the paperwork, helps
prevent disagreements before
they occur, and typically allows
for better conversations going
forward.
However, this needs to be
coupled with a focus on getting
the math right, which is crucial
for future success. This is why,
for example, profit sharing with
the younger generation may be
a great mentoring tool, even
with teenagers, but it needs to
make sense financially.
“The business arrangement
has to be good and solid before
succession can occur,” says
Klippenstine.
This also means that the

financial structure of your
business must make sense for
operational reasons, not just
for succession.

4

set goals
collaboratively.

Succession requires clear longterm goals for the business and
the family. These goals become
very powerful when they’re cocreated, says Wade.
The process also identifies and quantifies gaps, which
advisers can then help provide
various solutions to fill. For
example, if the older generation says equal treatment within
the family is the problem, then
the advisers should help quantify how much is needed to fill
that gap and how to fill it. This
could include potentially selling some land, giving shares, or
buying life insurance.
People need certainty to
move forward, says Reid Wilkie,
and succession planning does
that for both generations. It
allows the successors to know
the transfer is really going to
happen and not just be hoped
for, so they can do things like
quit their job, plan for their personal future, or be more aggressive on expansion plans. “Today,
it’s almost impossible for most
young farmers to buy land
without their parents’ collateral
backing them up,” Wilkie says.
“Having something in writing
gives them this ability.”
Mom and Dad need to
accept the change so the next
generation can put their whole
heart into the farm, but goals
also help parents plan their
own futures and their retirement, giving them the opportunity to choose whether they
want a clean break from the
farm, or if they want to die in
the combine, or something in
between. But at least everyone
knows there’s an agreed plan.

5

understand
everyone’s situation.

Wilkie has found many older
farmers, especially those over
80, sometimes don’t really
appreciate and understand
their financial situations,
including their net worth and
their living costs.
But on the other side of
the coin, sometimes the next
generation and their spouses
don’t understand the difference
between market value and productive value, and what it’s like
to farm with lower prices.
Higher farm values make
both of those more challenging.
Reality is that succession and
estate planning become more
complicated when the stakes
get higher.
Farmers need to accept this,
says Wilkie. Simple solutions
don’t always address the potential problems or take advanContinued on page 6

Parents
may worry
about the next
generation,
Klippenstine
says. Usually,
though, they
create profit
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tage of the special tax rules for
transferring farms to the next
generation.
Recently, Wilkie has found
more people are missing out
on the capital gains exemption
on jointly owned land served
up as a simple solution. But he
says there are many factors to
consider and it’s not just about
managing tax. “As soon as you
put someone’s name on land,
it drags you into the middle of
their potential issues.”

6

learn how to
have meetings.

Family business meetings are
often adopted as part of succession planning, and then become
an integral part of the farm. You
might be the most open, caring
family in the world but learning how to have good business
meetings together is entirely
different. Learning how to have
regular business meetings can
be the switch that changes how
the farm is run overall.
“… Not at Mom’s dinner
table, not talking business on
Sunday when the nieces and
nephews can overhear,” says
Wade. “I show them how to do
a good job at the first meeting,
with a code of conduct.”
Some families Wade has
worked with even hire him
to come back once a year

and chair the farm’s annual
meeting. It keeps the process
ingrained and is a way for the
family to stay engaged with an
outside, informed third party.

7

use advisers
better, faster.

Succession planning helps
families understand the importance of hiring good professionals like accountants,
financial advisers, insurance
agents and lawyers.
A third-party facilitator can
also help build accountability
and honesty into the communication and planning process.
“Facilitators keep everyone
on the path and ensure participation of all parties to cocreate a plan to build the farm
and maintain the family,” says
Wade.
Wade finds that usually
by the time people call a succession adviser they’re very
motivated to get a plan done
and just need a quarterback to
ensure all the working parts are
considered and that the process
is kept to a timeline.
Succession planning teaches
people how to ask questions
of professionals and how to
get the most value from them,
and how to control advisory
and consulting costs using
preplanning and communica-

tion within their organization.
“It’s way faster and cheaper
if there’s been some advance
planning, someone who
understands the soft issues,
and puts the personalities into
context,” agrees Wilkie.
It’s important because time
can become a significant factor. A recent Agri-Food Management Institute study of
Ontario farmers found that
compared to five years ago,
more farmers are starting to
scale down and hope to transition the farm in the next five
years. But the median time it
takes to create a succession
plan is five years.
Succession can also make
you ask questions about the
professionals you’re using, says
Klippenstine. It doesn’t hurt
to get a second opinion from
another professional, he says.
“It’s hard to know what people
don’t know… They can talk
fast and draw fancy pictures,
but do they know what they
are doing?”

8

face your
fears.

Part of the succession process
is to identify the big issues
before you commit to working together permanently and
before you transfer assets or
build an estate plan.

You own and run a
multimillion-dollar business,
you need to treat yourself
accordingly,” says Alberta lawyer
Reid Wilkie. “Your creditors,
Canada Revenue, your children
and their spouses are going to
treat you like it’s a multimilliondollar business. You better treat
yourself like that too.”

6
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At the same time, procrastinating because of fear is one
of the most common killers of
succession. “We understand
the fears families have about
having these difficult conversations, but not having them
leads to many larger and
greater problems in the future,”
Wade says.
One of the biggest problems with succession, our
experts find, is that people
don’t start soon enough, not
only because it limits the next
generation but also because the
older generation is beyond the
hard work it takes to find good
solutions.

9

improve your
‘familiness.’

Succession can drive the farm’s
success when the family learns
to work as a family.
“One of the things I love
about doing succession planning is the familiness of it,”
Wade says.
Family is more than the
people, it’s their history, their
traditions and the general identity of the farm, Wade says.
“The value of the farm assets
becomes dwarfed by how much
the members value their family.”
Wade has found that succession planning can build on
family because this is a time
when farming and non-farming family members learn to
value each other.
Non-farming members can
voice their concerns but also
begin to understand that tradition doesn’t run a business
— it takes smart, committed,
risk-taking people.
Such discoveries help the
entire family more toward
a really satisfying resolution.
“Create a participatory culture,” says Wade. “It builds
unity.” 
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Younger-generation farmers
share succession tips

By John Greig, field editor / country guide

Three young farmers tell us why their succession plans are working

C

laire Kincaid and her
partner Greg Allison decided in the
fall of 2015 that they
wanted to farm in partnership
with Claire’s parents. Claire
and Greg have their own farm,
but their parents have larger
holdings. Together they farm
2,500-acres near Nesbitt, Man.
Not surprisingly, their succession planning process is
still underway, but Claire says
several early steps have set the
plan up for success.
The first was to actually
have a written plan, one they
have created with help from
Jackie Gerrard of Backswath
Management. Even if the plan
changes, there are guidelines
for the future that are comfortable for all involved.
Knowing the route ahead
reduces anxiety for everyone.
“We still have a lot to figure out,” Claire says, but they
now have a good idea of when
they will transition to farming
more of her parents’ land.
Claire and Greg’s farm is
called Bramble Grain Farm
and her parents’ Creevy Farm,
but they run it as one farm.
Greg works on the farm during the summer, and Claire
works for Dow AgroScience.
They have a plan in place that
will allow them to move in
a direction that works for
everyone.
Me a nw h i l e , a t E m bro,
Ont., Nic Mutsaers is another
young farmer who believes in
starting early with succession
planning.

His father, Jim, started the
process when Nic was 18. Nic is
now 26 and his father is 53, so
they still have a number of years
yet to work together. Their plan
has set the guidelines for the
transfer of assets and provides
assurance for both the younger
and older generation that their
wishes will be met.
Nic has become a cheerleader for good succession planning in his community, where
the Mutsaers milk 70 cows on
their 200-acre dairy farm.
“I’m very open about this.
I’m 26 and a lot of my friends
don’t have anything in place,”
he says.
Jim’s succession experience
with his own father was less
than ideal, says Nic. He didn’t
want the same experience for
his son.
“He was adamant we start
early,” says Nic, who remembers that his parents had him
take a day off school when he
was 18 to attend a succession
education session.
“There was a guy sitting
there my dad’s age, with his dad,
and they were just starting.”
Advisers are also important. Their accountant, Larry
Batte from Collins Barrow,
had succession planning experience, as did his parents’
financial adviser.
Nic credits several factors
for the family being able to
work within their successful
succession plan to about the
halfway point.
One step at a time, Nic
has taken over more of the

farm management. First was
the herd breeding, then the
feeding, and then when they
moved into their new barn
in October 2013, more of the
overall herd management.
By 2021, the transition plan
will be complete. Jim and his
wife Kim will still have a significant investment in the farm,
but Nic will have control.
Nic says it is important
that the plan has a built-in
option for his parents to pull
their investment if they don’t
like what is happening on the
farm. It gives the older generation a fail-safe.
Near Tisdale, Sask., Ryan
Bowditch’s succession plan has
recently resulted in his purchase of his uncle’s farm.
Bowditch, 44, has farmed
for 25 years with his father
Fred and his Uncle Ralph.
Wh e n R a l p h d e c i d e d h e
wanted to sell out his financial
stake in the 7,000-acre grain
farm and move off the farm
and into town, Bowditch was
ready to move out from town
and onto the farm.
From the start, they knew
pretty clearly how they wanted
their succession plan to go.
“I’m pretty lucky because
we were all on the same page,
the three of us, and my wife
and my aunt were all of the
same opinion on what had
to take place,” say Bowditch.
“Our management style is
prett y much joint. We’ve
farmed as a team for a long
time and are very comfortable
with each other.”

Howe ver, the y figured
they could use some help
to put the plan together,
mostly to make sure that all
the financial questions were
answered.
Backswath’s consultants
helped them make sure all of
their questions were answered,
even some they hadn’t thought
about, and they also helped
them access funding to pay for
the succession plan through
the provincial government’s
Farm Business Development
Initiative.
Then Backswath Management helped them put the plan
together. It took time, longer than Bowditch expected,
although the biggest delay in
the transition was the time it
took to get the financing in
place, even though the bank
agreed that it made sense.
Bowditch took ownership of
the farm on May 1.
“It was time consuming.
We spent a lot of time on it,
no doubt,” he says.
But it’s also a signal to the
younger generation that it’s
important to build good relations within the family, and
that instead of acting with
a sense of entitlement, the
younger generation needs to
prove that they are interested in
improving their own skills, and
that they understand the challenges they’ll face.
Says Bowditch: “I can’t
imagine if someone is in a row
with their family or one of the
partners how difficult some of
the planning would be.” 
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Something
old for
something
new
This century-old malt
barley variety is set to
launch a renaissance in the
brewing sector
By Ralph Pearce / CG Production Editor

T

There is a future for older barley varieties like OAC21, the current choice for
maltsters and brewers across Canada.

he key to branding any product is to start
with a good story, and the recently reinstated registration of OAC21, a six-rowed
malting barley, is a “feel good” story, particularly with Canada’s 150th anniversary in 2017.
On its own, OAC21 isn’t expected to ever become
a huge opportunity for Ontario farmers, but maybe it
doesn’t have to get grown on a massive acreage to rate as
a big story.
The research that produced OAC21 dates back more
than 100 years, and its rebirth today comes with the craft
brewing sector as its primary market. First released in
1923, it was developed from a single seed of the Mandscheuri variety in 1903.
Until the 1970s, it was the leading variety of malt
barley grown primarily in Ontario and across Canada.
Its progeny include AC Metcalfe, CDC Copeland and
Bentley, among others.
In 2002, the barley breeding program at the University of Guelph obtained OAC21 seed, along with
other Eastern Canada varieties, for a demonstration
plot showing how today’s new varieties compare against
older seed. The plot clearly showed that advances have
been made in yield, lodging and disease resistance, as
well as maturity levels.
Continued on page 32
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Brewers
generally like
consistency in
their malting
barley, but
craft brewers
embrace
diversity and
new flavours.

These old varieties aren’t far off the mark — if they’re
Dr. Duane Falk, professor emeritus, University of Guelph
handled well.”
But of all the barleys in this demonstration plot,
OAC21 was the only one suitable for malting, and it
caught the attention of maltsters and brewers in their
search for a heritage variety.
From there, the university’s barley breeding program began producing sufficient volumes of OAC21 for
commercial-scale malting. That work was done in 2016,
with a 30-fold increase in yield in spite of excessively dry
conditions. Seed was then sent to California for further
production last fall with the harvested and cleaned seed
then going for production in Alberta on 40 to 50 acres,
sufficient for commercial malting at Canada Malting in
Thunder Bay.
Good news story?
Again, it’s an interesting story, not without a few twists
and turns. For the record, the vast majority of malt
barley is grown in Western Canada, then shipped east
(Ontario only produces roughly 5,000 of the 300,000
tonnes grown in Canada each year).
Canada Malting liked what it saw in OAC21, however,
and asked that it be developed as a heritage variety, and
now, as the primary breeder overseeing OAC21’s reinstatement, Dr. Duane Falk likes the growing “good news”
angle that comes with it. He also made the featured presentation to the Ontario Cereal Crops Committee to push
for the reinstatement for registration in January 2017.
“Canada Malting saw it and its value. They are the
ones who pinpointed it as the variety they wanted to run
with, and they have paid the costs of multiplying it up,”
says Falk, professor emeritus and cereal breeder at the
University of Guelph. “I understand their viewpoint…
I wish there was more of an Ontario take on it, but they
want to grow it in the West where they’re quite sure
they’ll be no disease, and we can’t really object to that.”
Falk only wants to see the finished malt product
made available in Eastern Canada, and he doesn’t think
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the demand will be so great in this half of the country
that it will hinder Canada Malting’s demand in the West.
The other hope on his part is that interest in OAC21
would drive the development of one or two other varieties with the “heritage” stamp on them. But for the time
being, OAC21 will be the big story.
Limited opportunity
Despite its heritage demand, growers shouldn’t expect
a huge mark-up in the price per bushel, something that
Falk would like to see. Older varieties, he notes, don’t
have the same strengths as other varieties for Canada
Malting, Rarh Malting and others. Consistency is key
in brewing, and brewers, like millers with wheat, have
standard preferences from which they refuse to deviate.
Bentley, Copeland and Newdale are today’s industry
standards, and in spite of other varieties that might
yield more, brewers want what they’re familiar with in
order to maintain their flavour profile.
“It takes about five years before brewers become
comfortable with a variety,” says Falk, adding that
larger-scale brewers tend to be conservative in their
approach. “The craft brewers — not so much. But with
Molson’s, Labatt’s and Sleeman’s, once they have something that works, they don’t want to change it because
that would change a brand’s flavour.”
It’s to the point where from one year to the next,
there are subtle changes in the way a particular variety might grow, due to growing or harvest conditions.
That’s why the maltsters prefer to buy more than they
need in a given year. That way, they can hold back some
of one year’s selection to blend with the next year’s
batch, reducing variability and maintaining the consistency of the flavour. In fact, notes Falk, brewers will
often blend two or three batches to find that consistency.
Yet it’s that inconsistency or variability that craft
brewers seek. And to be clear, it doesn’t take a lot of so-
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called heritage malt to make it a “heritage”
craft beer.
It all spells opportunity for a few growers, not many. Falk maintains that it will
be a niche market opportunity, although
it may open up that niche for other barley
varieties, as well.
It’s also worth noting that OAC21 is not
only attractive to smaller craft brewers —
Molson is also a customer, again taking full
advantage of a heritage malt coinciding with
Canada’s sesquicentennial festivities.
“OAC21 has such a good long story, and
there are so many people who want to capitalize on that story, that I think that’s where
it will capture some of that market,” says
Falk. “These old varieties aren’t far off the
mark — if they’re handled well. But I also
think that expectations have to be reduced
— I think farmers are going to have to be
paid a premium for the yield penalty — and
there is one.”

It takes about five years before brewers
become comfortable with a variety.”
Dr. Duane Falk, professor emeritus, University of Guelph
Falk believes there must be a premium
on older varieties. “My concern is that the
maltsters want a certain type of barley, so
they will put criteria on it,” says Falk, adding
that if it doesn’t have a certain test weight or
germination, they will reject it. “And that’s
the risk that the farmers are taking. Some of
these older varieties won’t make the grade
quite as often as some of the newer ones,
plus there’s the yield factor.”
Looking to the future
It’s one of the more unique properties of
agriculture: rarely is anything entirely lost.
Old chemistries or old varieties will always
find a new use somewhere, somehow.
That’s the “foot-in-the-door” that Falk is

counting on finding. OAC21 represents an
“off-the-shelf ” opportunity, i.e. something
already in existence that can be plugged
into the value chain to create a new market
opportunity.
Now, the longer-term goal is to find
other varieties — with other traits — and
adapt them to conditions and markets here.
“We want to find out where we can get
material that’s pretty close to the target to
begin with,” says Falk. “We hope to find
something quickly and get it out. In the
meantime, we’ll be feeding material into
the breeding programs, and right now the
programs in Eastern Canada are starting
to focus more on malting barley as well,
because they see it as an opportunity.” CG
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Where next for soft white?
Brewers and bran markets are still buying,
but the heady days of the 1990s are gone
By Ralph Pearce / CG Production Editor

T

wo years ago, word spread early in the summer of an unexpected premium for soft white
winter wheat, once a powerhouse in cereal
production in Ontario. It wasn’t that pastry
chefs or bakers had awakened to the benefits of homegrown soft white wheat, it was just that a new Kellogg’s
plant in Mexico had miscalculated on its initial logistics
and required substantial amounts of white wheat bran
from as many sources as it could find.
Premiums added some excitement to soft white
wheat markets and Kellogg’s took the short-term hit on
shipping costs, but then the market quietly returned to
its normal focus on soft red wheat.
That’s how it’s been for the past 20 years. Soft white
winter wheat has been driven out by several factors, but
mainly because the traits that made white wheats marketable are now available in soft reds. And then there’s
soft white’s propensity to sprout, plus regional issues
and higher shipping costs to different points around the
continent.
What’s left is a patchwork quilt of small-market
demand for white bran from various millers and processors, including a small Kellogg’s plant near Belleville.
There is also a fledgling interest from brewers, who are
always looking for something different in terms of flavours and brewing properties.

The market for soft white wheat in Eastern Canada is now confined to white bran for
millers and processors, and the brewing industry.
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Changed reality
“We used to mill (soft white) bran for Kellogg’s and
ship it to their plant in London, and that business was
worth about 12,000 tonnes per year, but it’s evaporated
since,” says Andy Wilder, wheat merchant for Parrish
& Heimbecker Grain. “They built that plant in Mexico
and we were shipping bran all the way down there
until they figured out how to get a cheaper bran out of
the Pacific Northwest (PNW).”
There are also millers in Michigan — i.e. Knappen
Milling and Star of the West Milling — that are milling
some soft white wheat for Kellogg’s in the U.S., and
that’s for the bran, as well.
Yet it’s the brewing industry that is contributing to the growth of some 45,000 acres of soft white
winter wheat reported to Agricorp in 2017. Again,
the wrinkle there is framed against the shipping costs
as well as an adaptability component. According to
Wilder, the larger maltsters are based in Western
Canada — Canada Malting in Calgary (and also
Thunder Bay and Montreal), Rahr Malting near Red
Deer, Alta., and Prairie Malt in Biggar, Sask. Although
they prefer white wheat for its lower protein content
(higher protein makes a beer cloudy), shipping soft
white winter wheat from Ontario is cost-prohibitive.
More importantly, most of the maltsters have found
Western-grown soft white spring wheat just as suitable in the brewing process.
“There are two small maltsters in Ontario, one in
Guelph and another near Belleville, but they’re specialty maltsters servicing the craft brewing industry,”
says Wilder, who’s also an owner of Side Launch Brewery. “We talk about the craft brewing industry, but it’s
between 10 and 15 per cent of the beer consumption
that’s made by the craft brewers, and wheat beer as a
category is not a large one in the brewing industry.”
For Wilder, the only real opportunity to increase
acres of soft white wheat in Ontario is to somehow
convince the maltsters in Western Canada that our
winter varieties are the best for their needs. It comes
down to malting capacity, and unfortunately that’s not
in Ontario, nor is it likely to be in the future, he adds.
It’s in Biggar or Calgary or Red Deer.
“If you could get those guys convinced to pay the
additional dollars to use Ontario soft white winter as
opposed to soft white spring, then you could potentially
have a meaningful impact on demand for Ontario soft
white winter wheat,” says Wilder. “But the cost of getting
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that out to Western Canada versus using
soft white spring is horrendous.”
In addition to filling the demand for
maltsters, soft white spring is grown in the
West as the primary feedstock for the ethanol industry. As with the brewing sector,
it’s a high-yielding, low-protein wheat that
is favoured for distilling ethanol.
What it all comes down to is the wheat
flour: there is nothing inherently superior
about a soft white wheat from Ontario
versus a soft red, whether it’s from Ontario
or anywhere else. The only advantage for
soft white is the bran, which can be used in
certain applications that are whole-grain
based, where the processors or bakers want
to avoid the bitter taste of tannins from
soft red wheat. Where the soft reds really
took over 20 years ago was in their emerging strength in disease resistance and their
resistance to sprouting. Wilder says that
also helps makes soft red wheat more consistent to price and easier to hedge.
Going local
Two years ago, Quentin Martin of Wintermar Grains, just north of Waterloo, Ont.,
helped spread the word that soft white
winter wheat was a premium market. At
one point, it was thought the premium
might rise to nearly twice the historic levels, and there were farmers who were willing to engage in the added management

Most of the traits that made soft white winter wheat marketable are available in soft reds now.

Wheat beer as a category is not a large
one in the brewing industry.”
Andy Wilder, Parrish & Heimbecker Grain
and had a processor or miller lined up to
receive the crop.
Conditions have changed since then,
although Martin insists there is a local demand
for soft white winter wheat in Ontario.
“We like using soft white winter wheat
because it’s local and on hand, and we pay
a premium for it, as well as grow some ourselves, and we contract some,” says Martin.
“But it’s only a couple of thousand tonnes
per year so, selfishly, yes, we want soft white
winter wheat to survive.”
Like Wilder, he notes higher acres and
increased demand are possible, but not with-

out convincing millers or processors in the
U.S. to take Ontario wheat, or an increased
demand from the brewing industry, including the maltsters. And he does have competition when it comes to sourcing soft white
winter wheat, regardless of the end-user. Yet
he echoes the comments from Wilder and
others that everything millers want from
soft white winter is now available in soft red
wheats. The only exception, says Martin, is in
avoiding any pigmentation found in the reds.
“And those opportunities only exist if
the price differentiation isn’t too great,” he
adds. CG
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Continued cereal
R&D in Eastern
Canada means more
small-grains choices
for more growers.

New cereal varieties
There’s only a handful of new
varieties for planting this fall, but
they’re worth a hard look

I

ncreased winter wheat acres are good for Eastern
Canada, not only because of crop diversity and
longer rotations, but as a contributor to overall
soil health. Despite the challenges of fall planting,
farmers are clearly deciding there’s real value in maintaining wheat acres: the message is definitely getting
through.
Yet other, more immediate concerns are also coming
to the fore, including disease. Twitter has been flooded
with photos, videos and warnings about disease, and
in the cool, wet start to the 2017 growing season, farmers needed to step up their monitoring for leaf rust and
fusarium head blight (FHB).
It’s with that overall perspective in mind that Country
Guide brings you this update on cereal varieties for 2017.
Although it’s been a relatively slow year for the development and registration of new varieties, there’s little doubt
about wheat’s continued value for field crop production.
As always, we recommend you do your research and
talk to trusted seed dealers about these new varieties for
more information and greater detail.

C&M Seeds
JDC78 is a small-seeded hard red winter wheat that has
excellent yields for southern Ontario. In previous testing
south of London, it has proved one of the top-yielding
options out of all classes of wheat — not just the hard
red class. JDC78 is named after the “C” in C&M Seeds
— J. D. Cameron — who fought tirelessly to get the hard
red class of wheat started in Ontario. Among its top features, JDC78 is a short variety with upright leaf structure
and excellent protein levels. It also performs well in highmanagement scenarios.
Arnold is a hard red winter wheat with average
yields that really stands out in today’s pricing struc-
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By Ralph Pearce / CG Production Editor

ture. It is uniquely priced compared to other hard red
wheat varieties and will only be grown under contract
as an identity preserved WheatPRO variety for a milling partner. In 2016, some growers received more than
$300 per tonne for their production. Arnold is pending
registration with a limited number of contracts available. For more information, call C&M Seeds at 1-888733-9432.

DOW Seeds
DS572SRW is a medium-tall awned soft red winter wheat
that delivered an average of 110 per cent yield index during a two-year period, and 111 per cent in 2016 (under
intense management). The trials are a summary in Areas
1 and 2 in Ontario. This variety offers good overall disease tolerance with above average yields, as well as excellent winter survival and exceptional test weight. More
details on DS572SRW are available at GoCereals.ca.

pioneer
Pioneer brand 25R61 is an awned, medium maturity
soft red variety with outstanding yield potential. It has
very good test weight, very good resistance to fusarium
head blight (FHB) and excellent resistance to leaf rust.
It also has improved strip rust resistance compared to
25R46. This product is available pending registration
and will be sold in limited volumes for 2017.
Pioneer brand 25R74 is an early harvest maturity
soft red with short plant height. It has excellent yield
potential and a good test weight. It is an awned variety.
This product has above average fusarium head blight
resistance, excellent resistance to stripe rust and excellent resistance to powdery mildew. This product is available pending registration and will also be sold in limited
volumes for 2017. CG

Glacier Media strengthens
its weather, ag-technology team
CHATHAM, ON and CALGARY, AB – Glacier
Media, a leading Canadian business
information news, insights and data
supplier, is pleased to announce that it has
hired Jonathan Neutens as President of its
Weather Innovations Consulting (WIN) group.
Neutens, who has more than 20 years
experience in North America’s agribusiness sector, will lead the team at WIN
to scale its business in the ag-technology
space, building on the existing range of
weather-driven products and services
WIN currently offers its clients in North
America, the United Kingdom and Europe.
“We’re very pleased to attract someone
of Jon’s calibre to complement the great
team at WIN,” noted Glacier Media
EVP Bill Whitelaw. “His hiring is key to
our plan to scale the range of tools we
offer to Canadian and global agriculture
as part of the sector’s shift to smarter
and more data-driven solutions.”
Neutens has held senior level executive roles
at some of the leading companies in North
American agriculture, including Nufarm
and Syngenta, and served on the sector
boards for CropLife Canada and CleanFarms
Canada. He launched his career in their

family, market-leading ag-retail operation,
and he has owned and operated his own
enterprise software business. “Jon is
bringing to us exactly the right blend of
strategic and ‘in-field’ experience; he’s
plugged into some of the key shifts currently
shaping Canada’s agriculture sector and
the role it plays globally,” noted Whitelaw.
Neutens is a graduate of the University
of Guelph with an undergraduate agribusiness degree and holds a Masters of
Business Administration degree from the
Sauder School of Business at the University
of British Columbia. “I am excited to join
Weather Innovations and Glacier Media in
this capacity. WIN’s founder, Ian Nichols, has
been quietly building and ground-proofing
a suite of products and services for over
15 years... in this space currently coined
‘decision’ or ‘smart-ag’. Many companies
in this space have yet to get to this level of
ground-proofing, and I am eager to grow
WIN`s presence and establish it as the leader
it is in this sector shift in agriculture”.
For more information, please contact
Bill Whitelaw, Executive Vice President,
Glacier Business Information.
1-403-462-5108

About WIN: Weather INnovations Consulting LP (WIN) is a company originally developed
at the Ridgetown Campus of the University of Guelph under the project name, Ontario
Weather Network (OWN). The company specializes in building turnkey monitoring,
forecasting, and data-modelling solutions for use across a number of agricultural
crops, bringing the best and highest quality data and information into practice. Its
vision is to make high quality weather-based modelling standard practice in farm
level decision-agriculture, minimizing risk and maximizing return. WIN is experiencing
rapid growth with customers in North America, the United Kingdom and Europe.
About Glacier Media: Glacier Media is a Canadian business information
and media products company. It provides news, market information and
sector-specific data within North America and internationally.
Glacier is headquartered in Vancouver. Its primary operations are in Canada as well as
London, England. It is publicly traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange under GVC. The
company provides news, data and analysis in a range of business sectors. These sectors
include: Agriculture, Energy, Mining, Real Estate and Environmental Risk. Glacier also owns
community newspapers and websites in British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan.
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Why are we looking at the
Harrington Seed Destructor?
By Tasha Valente

T

he old saying “one year’s seeding makes
seven years’ weeding” perfectly captures why
most farmers despise uncontrolled weeds
and the tens of thousands of seeds that are
dispersed across their land. Fortunately a farmer-made
invention called the Harrington Seed Destructor (HSD)
is able to destroy more than 90 per cent of the seed produced from seven of Ontario’s most common weeds as
they make their way through this Australian machine.
The HSD is attached to the rear of a combine and as
the crop and any escaped weeds are harvested, the chaff
and weed seeds are processed through the machine
where they are ground-up. The HSD has proven to be
very effective on many large-seeded herbicide-resistant
weed species that Australian growers have struggled
with, including wild oats and wild radish.
Its potential as a weed control tool in North America
will depend on how effective it is at controlling smallerseeded weed species. As part of a Canadian research
team, I was tasked with determining the efficacy of the
HSD on seven of the most common weeds in Ontario,
some of which have seeds less than one mm in diameter
(Figure 1). The results were promising with an average of 92 per cent destruction of weed seed that passed
through the HSD. For example, as a result of processing
with the HSD, very few common ragweed seeds survived and germinated compared to seeds that were not
processed (Figure 2).
Now that the potential efficacy of the HSD on
Ontario weed species has been determined, the next

1

Figure 1: Approximate seed size of some of the weed species
that were put through the Harrington Seed Destructor.

Figure 2: Germination of common ragweed seed that was
put through the Harrington Seed Destructor (left) compared to
seed that bypassed the Harrington Seed Destructor (right).
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step is to test it in field conditions. For more information on the HSD, you can visit www.ihsd.com.
I would like to acknowledge Breanne Tidemann,
Hugh Beckie and Neil Harker from Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada (AAFC); François Tardif and Peter
Smith from the University of Guelph; and Joshua Kirsch
and the staff at the Prairie Agricultural Machinery Institute (PAMI) for their assistance with this project. Partial funding for this project was provided by the Grain
Farmers of Ontario, DuPont Pioneer and the Ontario
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, through
the OMAFRA-University of Guelph Agreement. CG
Tasha Valente is a former graduate student in the department of
plant agriculture, University of Guelph and is currently a research
associate in the field crops unit of OMAFRA.

H ave a question
you want answered?
#PestPatrol on twitter.com @cowbrough
or email Mike at mike.cowbrough@ontario.ca.
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Get ready to cause even more gridlock out there. Trust Stratego® PRO fungicide to drive up the quality and yield of your winter
wheat, spring cereals, soybeans and corn. While you may not end up too popular on the road, you can count on protecting
against devastating diseases including rust, Septoria and white mould… and harvest healthier, higher-yielding crops.
Learn more at cropscience.bayer.ca/StrategoPRO

cropscience.bayer.ca or 1 888-283-6847 or contact your Bayer representative.
Always read and follow label directions. Stratego® is a registered trademark of the Bayer Group.
Bayer CropScience Inc. is a member of CropLife Canada.
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More than the best products.
Great rewards.
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Ontario

Scattered
showers
T/storms
NEAR-NORMAL TEMPERATURES
AND RAINFALL

August 6 to September 16,

• Aug. 6-12: Warm to occasionally hot and humid under
mainly sunny skies this week with scattered thunderstorms on a couple of cooler, blustery days, risk heavy
in a few localities.
• Aug. 13-19: Warm temperature, often in the 20s along
with considerable sunshine this week but expect scattered showers and heavy thunderstorms on a couple
of more humid days.
• Aug. 20-26: Passing thunderstorms bring unsettled
weather on a couple of days this week, but otherwise
expect that sunny skies with seasonable to warm temperatures will dominate all areas.
• Aug. 27-Sept. 2: Look for pleasant and warm weather
overall in spite of a few showers or thunderstorms,
possibly heavy in places. Cooling northern and western
areas with frost patches.
• Sept. 3-9: Seasonable to warm temperatures except for
nighttime frost risks in northern and western regions.
Sunshine dominates other than scattered shower or
thunderstorm activity.
• Sept. 10-16: Changeable conditions as blustery winds
bring seasonable to cooler temperatures. Frost threatens
many central and northern areas. Sunshine interchanges
with some rain.

Quebec

• Aug. 6-12: Warm weather dominates with a few hot
and humid days. Generally sunny but thunderstorms
occur on a couple of days, chance heavy in a few
southern and central locations.
• Aug. 13-19: Highs peak in the comfortable 20s under
sunny skies most days but expect thunderstorms on a
couple of humid days to bring a risk of severe weather
to some localities.
• Aug. 20-26: Seasonable to warm temperatures dominate but we will see a few cool nights. Some lows near
zero north and west. Sunshine exchanges with some
rain and heavier thunderstorms.
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• Aug. 27-Sept. 2: Temperatures often in the 20s and
mainly sunny apart from scattered showers and heavier
thunderstorm activity. Cooler. Frost patches central
and northern regions. Blustery.
• Sept. 3-9: Mostly sunny with pleasant temperatures
but cooler outbreaks bring scattered rain on two or
three days. Chance heavy rain in places. Cooler north
and west with frost pockets.
• Sept. 10-16: Frost threatens southern areas as high
pressure brings a couple of clear, cool nights. Cooler
with frosty nights central and north. Variable weather
with scattered rain.

Atlantic provinces

• Aug. 6-12: Sunny with seasonable to warm temperatures
and scattered showers. A couple of hotter, more humid
days in the west spawn locally heavy thunderstorms
and strong winds.
• Aug. 13-19: Comfortable temperatures in the 20s on
many days, except cooler with some fog in coastal
areas. Expect a few passing showers and a risk of a
heavy thunderstorm in the Maritimes.
• Aug. 20-26: Although sunny skies and pleasant temperatures prevail, weather systems bring heavier rain
and blustery winds to many areas, especially east on
two or three days this week.
• Aug. 27-Sept. 2: Generally fair but a few bright sunny
days are interspersed with scattered shower activity.
A storm threatens with heavy rain and strong winds
on a couple of days.
• Sept. 3-9: A few cooler nights with a slight risk of
inland frost in northern regions. Otherwise temperatures trend to the warm side. Fair overall apart from
scattered showers at times.
• Sept. 10-16: Fair and warm weather dominates but
with frost pockets at a few inland localities. Watch for
a threatening storm system to bring heavy rain and
strong winds to some areas.
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National
highlights
2017
August 6 to
September 16, 2017
Warm weather is expected to
linger over western and eastern
portions of Canada well into
September, although periodic cool
spells over the Prairies and
Northwest Ontario will bring
overall readings closer in to line
with normal values. Typical
summertime showers and thunder
showers will make their
appearance throughout the
country with average rainfall
amounts anticipated in all regions.
Remember that some larger
thunderstorms will have the
potential to produce locally heavy
rain, hail and strong winds. In
Atlantic Canada, a fairly active
tropical storm and hurricane
season is likely this year. As a
result, the Maritimes and
Newfoundland could experience a
couple of adverse weather events
in August and September.

Prepared by meteorologist
Larry Romaniuk of Weatherite
Services. Forecasts should be
80 per cent accurate for your
area; expect variations by a
day or two due to changeable
speed of weather systems.

CHRISTIAN FARMERS FEDERATION OF ONTARIO
642 Woolwich St. • Guelph, ON • N1H 3Y2
Voice: (519) 837-1620 • Toll Free: 1-855-800-0306
Email: cffomail@christianfarmers.org
Web site: www.christianfarmers.org

Replacing the Ontario Municipal Board
Changes to Appeals System Offers Opportunity for Agricultural Engagement.

I

By Paul Bootsma

n May, Municipal Affairs
Minister Bill Mauro announced
the end of the Ontario Municipal
Board (OMB) and introduced its
replacement, the Local Planning
Appeal Tribunal (LPAT). The main
reasons for the change are to give
more decision-making power to
the municipalities and to speed up
the appeal process. Both are valid
reasons.
The new LPAT will have less
power to overturn local government
decisions. Hearings will also be
quicker, relying only on written
submissions without witness
examinations.
“Decisions will be written in
plain language and made public,”
said Attorney General Yasir Naqvi.
What effect will the end of the OMB
and the introduction of the Local
Planning Appeal Tribunal have on
rural Ontario and farm businesses?
By emphasizing local planning
and development, the LPAT should
be better for cities as well as rural
towns and villages in the long term.
Municipalities and the provincial
government will need to conform
their Ofﬁcial Plans so that there is
consistency across the province but
common sense locally. This will
hopefully allow municipalities to
develop in a manner that ﬁts
their unique characteristics and
speciﬁc needs.

During the 2017 CFFO Policy
Tour, CFFO members spoke about
the need for more local decision
making when it comes to municipal
planning and development. There
is concern that some development
decisions do not originate locally
but are motivated by outside
inﬂuences, resulting in development
that local residents do not see as
ﬁtting with the characteristics of
their communities. This move by
the Ministry of Municipal Affairs
should be a welcome change in this
direction.
However, farmers should not
assume that it will be easier when
it comes to obtaining development
permits. Through the LPAT process,
other local voices also have the
ability to contribute to decisions. I
see a need for farmers to participate
in those local bodies to voice

agriculture’s needs before issues
come to the LPAT hearings.
Local conservation authorities,
public and private wildlife
organizations, and environmental
groups, to mention a few, will all
have the opportunity to provide
written comments on applications
for development. Rural Ontario
needs to know how these groups
view development. Being involved
and having a positive relationship
with them will be crucial when
it comes to rural development
decisions.
Agriculture needs to inform
the LPAT that this industry
only functions in rural Ontario
and needs conﬁdence in the
development permit process to
allow farms to continue to grow.
The new LPAT may be positive for
farmers but only if they use it the
right way. Local involvement may
be the best solution when the new
Local Planning Appeals Tribunal
has hearings.
The Christian Farmers Federation
of Ontario is one of three
accredited farm organizations
in Ontario. The organization is
focused on the long-term issues
facing the sector and is supported
by 4000 farmers in the province.
Learn more about us at
www.christianfarmers.org

A professional organization of entrepreneurial farming families

business

More young people, including young
farmers, are heading overseas to expand the
skills they’ll bring back home

O

f all the ways a person can prepare for a
career, spending time far from the classroom
and away from familiar surroundings may
actually have the most impact.
Lisa Blenkinsop, manager of the Studies Abroad program at the University of Guelph, hears this feedback
over and over again from students who have spent time
studying abroad. They tell her how the trip changed
them personally, resulting in extra self-confidence, independence, maturity, empathy and more.
The experience and personal growth gained from
studying abroad can really set students apart in the
employment world, says Blenkinsop. That includes the
farm world too.
“Many of the traits that employers are looking for are
found in students who have studied abroad,” she says.
These include curiosity, intercultural competence, interest in diverse working environments, second languages,
problem-solving skills, and cross-cultural communication skills, plus enhanced abilities to tolerate ambiguity,
take risks and work independently.
Meredith Blumthal, director of International Pro-
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By Helen Lammers-Helps

grams in Engineering at the University of Illinois,
agrees. Experience gained from studying abroad translates directly into competencies that are valued in the
workplace, she says. These include skills such as critical
thinking, problem solving, communication, teamwork
and leadership.
For instance, navigating in a foreign land, especially
in a place where you don’t speak the language, requires
critical thinking and problem solving, says Blumthal.
“You have to find other ways to communicate.”
Travelling or studying abroad can boost your global
outlook, a necessity given the importance of international trade and our diverse populations today, says
Blumthal. In this way, a manager might be a better mentor and be better able to work with different perspectives
if they have had previous intercultural experiences.
Just the logistics of foreign travel can help people learn
to cope with ambiguity and uncertainty, a big plus no matter where you work, adds Jean Drasgow, director of ACES
Career Services, also at the University of Illinois. On a daily
basis, you are faced with questions such as, “Is my plane
going to land on time so I can catch my connecting flight?

photo: ©Thinkstock

Study
abroad

Study abroad opportunities
Opportunities to study abroad come in many forms. For
instance, the University of Guelph’s Centre for International
Programs (which is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year),
offers three different types of opportunities. In the oldest
of the university’s study abroad programs, students attend
an international university which has a formal agreement in
place with the University of Guelph. Students take courses
on exchange at the partner university and the credits are
transferred back to Guelph when they return. The University
of Guelph has 100 exchange partners around the world.

DO YOU
RECYCLE
YOUR
PESTICIDE
CONTAINERS?

In the second type of program offered by the University
of Guelph, a professor acts as a facilitator for semesterlong group programs located in India, Shanghai,
Krakow, London, Paris and Latin America.
The latest addition to the study abroad offerings are summer
field schools. These programs are three to six weeks long
and are co-ordinated by a University of Guelph professor.
About eight per cent of Guelph students take advantage
of a study abroad opportunity while pursuing an
undergraduate degree, says Lisa Blenkinsop, manager of
the studies abroad program at the University of Guelph.

You meet people from all
over the world, so you have
to learn to work with others,” says
Andria Karstens. “The more you do
this, the better you get at it.”
What do I do if the rail engineers are on strike? What product can I buy
in this country that will work for me?”
Those who have lived abroad also tend to have an expanded
world view which can pay dividends in the workplace, says Blumthal.
For instance, having experience working with others from diverse
backgrounds and seeing how other farms approach the same challenges can help you think of more innovative solutions to your own
farming contexts, she explains.
Creating lifelong friends and a network that spans the globe is
another benefit of student exchanges. For Andria Karstens, who
spent a term abroad in Perth, Australia, while in the agri-business
program at the University of Saskatchewan, the international contacts and connections she developed are among the things she treasures most from her trip. “You meet people from all over the world,
so you have to learn to work with others. The more you do this, the
better you get at it,” she says.
While such testimonials are plentiful, it turns out their claims are
also backed up by research. Two decades ago, U.S. sociologist Jack
Mezirow developed the theory of transformative learning. In simple
terms, transformative learning takes place when an individual
Continued on page 44

One in three Canadian
farmers don’t return
their pesticide
containers for recycling.
Are you one of them?
See how to rinse and
recycle your pesticide
containters the right way
at cleanfarms.ca
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changes their frame of reference by critically reflecting
on their assumptions and beliefs and by developing new
ways of thinking about their world.
The benefit of transformative learning is that it helps
a person to better adapt to change, explains Blumthal.
Being able to handle feeling uncomfortable and being
able to adapt in uncertain times are skills that both colleagues and superiors value, she says.
Being out of your element is a good way to speed up
the transformative learning process, continues Blumthal.
Drasgow agrees. “I like to think of study abroad as
transformative learning at warp speed,” she says.
University programs aren’t the only way to enjoy the
benefits of study abroad. Graham Johnston who operates
a dairy farm with his family near New Dundee, Ont., has
high praise for the experience he gained while participating
in a Junior Farmers Exchange to Australia and New Zealand. He says travelling gave him the opportunity to experience new perspectives, to see how agriculture has adapted

to different landscapes, and to see various approaches
for dealing with farm issues. “Seeing how people handle
situations differently from what you are used to is a great
reminder to keep an open mind and think outside the box
on your own operation at home,” he says
It isn’t necessary to participate in a formal exchange
to get the benefits of travel. Ian Mayberry who owns and
operates a dairy goat farm with his wife Vicki near Ingersoll, Ont., says his time working in Saskatchewan and
New Zealand (where he met Vicki) was irreplaceable.
“Our ability to manage stems from all of our life experiences,” Mayberry says. “The more you open yourself up
to new experiences, and the greater the diversity of those
experiences, the more receptive you are to trying new
things and new technologies, to exploring new ideas.”
And when experiencing the inevitable bumps in the
road that come with life, Mayberry says his travels help
him to put things in perspective. “I have seen worse with
my own eyes.” CG

Get the most from a study abroad experience
1. Live like a local, not a tourist. Do what the locals
do. Shop at the local market and cook with local
ingredients. Learn the language and customs.

3. Don’t always travel to other areas every weekend.
Try to immerse yourself in the local culture.

6. Self-reflect. Think about your intercultural
experiences, especially those that made you feel
uncomfortable or out of your comfort zone. This
will give you a chance to learn more about yourself,
and the chance to process your experience.

4. Go for the experience, not the selfies. Live the
experiences you encounter. Stop thinking how
you’ll make them into social media “likes.”

7. Connect with home, friends and family,
but don’t overdo it. Study abroad is a great
opportunity to be more independent.

2. Don’t be afraid to live with a host family.
This will give insight into the culture.
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5. Keep a blog or journal to document your
journey so that you can look back on the
experience and share it with others.
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COMPACTION
ACTION
Thursday, September 7, 2017

8:00 am Registration. Sessions from 8:45 am to 4:00 pm

Shawridge Farms Grain Elevator, Arthur

7556 1st Line, Arthur GPS Coordinates: Longitude/Latitude: 43.828265, -80.513842

A full day of equipment, demonstrations, and solutions

 Featuring leading European
compaction researcher,
Matthias Stettler, sharing new
tools and technology that
measures compaction damage
caused by heavy weight.

How does
compaction
impact
soil structure,
rainfall absorption,
soil erosion,
drought resiliency
and
overall
soil health?

 Multiple soil pit demos that will
measure and show compaction
damage caused by:
 variety of heavy equipment
and axle configurations,
 tires of various widths,
 tires versus track systems,







deflation/inflation tire pressure
systems.
See how compaction hinders
the ability of soil to absorb
rainfall.
Control traffic farming session.
Hands-on participation.
Learn how you can measure
and reduce compaction effects
on your farm.

What will we
be leaving
for future
generations?
$50 early bird registration
(until Aug 7th - $75 after)
includes lunch

Register
at
www.ifao.com
519-986-3560
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Where are
the women?
The research is incontrovertible. Diversity creates
strength. So why aren’t we making greater strides at
getting farm women involved?
By Maggie Van Camp / CG Senior Business Editor

I

’m one of a dozen women sitting
around a long boardroom table. The
surroundings are completely unfamiliar and slightly intimidating. We
politely watch a video and quietly chat with
one another about our farms, succession,
our families and, of course, the weather.
The woman across from me taps tentatively on the little microphone that seems to
pop magically out of the board table in front
of each seat, and then looks around hoping
the mics aren’t on. Another quickly jumps
up and tidies the plates after lunch. The lady
beside me gently puts her arm around the
grandson she has brought along (she’s providing daycare for her daughter today) and a
younger woman involved in organic production sits confidently unaware in the chairman’s spot.
The Chicken Farmers of Ontario has
invited this group of women to network and
to tour the head office as a way to encourage
more females to step up to board positions.
It’s part of the group’s ongoing strategic
plan to increase the diversity of its governing body.
Having more females on the board would
better represent the CFO’s membership that
is close to 50:50 male and female, says CFO
chairman Ed Benjamins. However, over
the years this board, like most commodity
boards, has only had a few females involved
on a district level, and never any female directors sitting around the board table. “We need
to bring some diversity and different thinking
and different perspectives on leadership to
46
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our board,” says Benjamins, who grows broilers and crops near Moorefield, Ont.
To encourage this shift, the CFO has
hosted meetings, invited special female leadership speakers to the AGM, and pushed
the mandate on social media. Benjamins
says they are still at the planting stage and
hopes these efforts will result in a future harvest with a top-quality, more diversified talent base for the CFO board. There are signs
of success already. This spring two female
farmers were selected to represent districts.
The CFO’s push is part of a larger trend
toward increasing diversity on business and
organization boards. It’s a trend that goes
way beyond agriculture.
The Canadian Board Diversity Council’s 2016 Report Card revealed that women
today hold 21.6 per cent of FP500 (Financial Post’s list of the top 500 companies by
revenue) organization board seats, up from
19.5 per cent in 2015.
To stimulate this upward trend, the
CBDC put together a list of 50 women who
are qualified to fill board positions, and it
offered board training for females.
Numerous studies have linked boardroom diversity with better financial performance, governance and innovation.
Benjamins agrees: “We are trying to attract
the best people by broadening our base,”
he says. “To include women is the right and
smart thing to be doing.”
In spite of recent efforts, agriculture is
still lagging behind, even at the large supply
company level. The CBDC’s report showed

companies in our sector are dead last in
diversity. The top publicly traded companies in agriculture, forestry, fishing and
hunting have only 12.8 per cent females on
their boards.
However, building a more diverse board
membership takes time, with concerted
effort and a shift in thinking by everyone.
This is especially challenging for farm
boards when the number of farmers has
been steadily declining for decades and
the boards are still dominated by the baby
boomer farmers who are mostly men.
The effect on board gender diversity is
amplified because networks tend to pull
and develop leaders that they know, (in
other words, who are like themselves). The
CBDC reported that nine in 10 directors
rely on their personal networks of other
senior male executives to fill board vacancies, rather than investing in a thorough
recruiting effort.
Getting anyone of any gender or background to step up to leadership roles on farm
boards can be difficult, but there’s also a bigger barrier if there are few role models. “You
can’t aspire to be something you cannot see,”
says Jen Christie who is event chair for the
Global 4-H Network Summit and previously
was a manager for John Deere.
To make it even more challenging, it’s
been shown that it takes three women on a
board for a woman to have any impact and
not just be a token position. If that happens,
retention becomes a problem. “People are
more likely to stay in organizations that have

people that look like them,” said Christie,
who titled her recent presentation to a Canadian Association of Farm Advisors meeting
in Woodstock, “Can I talk to the Woman in
Charge.”
Christie notes the number of women
involved in the agricultural industry has
been steadily increasing, with more than 60
per cent of graduates from the University of
Guelph’s agriculture programs for the last
decade.
This increase in young women engaged
in the industry is mirrored in the Ag Women’s Network, an online group that Christie
helped create and chairs, which has ballooned to over 1,700 members in just a few
years.
The statistics are showing a much
slower rate of change (see graphic). In
2016, the ag census recorded 28.7 per cent,
or 77,970 female farmers in Canada, while
in the U.S. close to a million female farmers
were counted in 2012. Partly the slow pace

of change is due to continued consolidation. Canadian farm numbers shrank six
per cent in the last five years to less than
194,000, about the same population as
Kelowna, B.C.
The spread in scale and the decreasing
number of farms is being driven by technology and economics. Fewer farmers are
producing more and more. Using the 10:90
rule of thumb, that’s less than 20,000 farms
producing 90 per cent of our food and fuel,
says Rene Van Acker, dean of OAC.
Van Acker is already seeing a drop in the
amount of farm-raised talent going through
OAC programs — at the same time that
the demand for farm-raised graduates is
increasing. This is a problem at the very root
of our future, and it requires the industry to
become more diverse, including gender.
“So much of what we do and where we
want to go is about people capacity,” says
Van Acker. “Diversity is a sign of a robust
and healthy sector.” CG

The proportion of female
farmers edged up only to

28.7%

in 2016 from
27.4 % in 2011.

This continues the slow
long-term trend since 1991
when they accounted for

25.7%
of farm operators.
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Members get more!
Sign-up for your FREE Glacier FarmMedia
Member Account today and claim your benefits:

CHOOSE FROM

FREE PRINT
CLASSIFIED AD

OR

OR

2 FREE DAY
PASSES TO

1 FREE DAY
PASS TO

In the publication
of your choice:

Plus online listing at

July 18 - 20, 2017
15 min. NW of Saskatoon

Sept. 12 - 14, 2017
Woodstock, ON
For the first 500 members
that register.

Glacier FarmMedia is Canada’s largest agricultural publisher, producing more than 20 print and
electronic titles that include many of the most trusted names in Canadian agriculture.
When you sign up for a Glacier FarmMedia Member Account — you get free news, markets, weather,
and equipment listings — in customizable dashboards and personalized newsletters — on your mobile,
tablet, or desktop.

Go to www.membersgetmore.ca to sign-up today - It’s free!
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Turning friends
into targets
Be glad you aren’t the CEO of a major machinery
manufacturer in the new era of Donald Trump
By Scott Garvey, CG Machinery Editor

E

ver since Donald Trump sold 62 million
American voters on the idea that, by applying
border taxes, he could recreate a manufacturing landscape last seen in the 1950s, there
have been sweat stains on the collars of manufacturing
executives everywhere. Now, more of those executives
within the U.S. are speaking out about what they think
of that idea.
When it looked like implementation of such a tax
was imminent, just a few months ago, John Deere’s CEO
Samuel Allen appeared on CNBC to voice his objection.
“I think, without a doubt, any form of protectionism
or nationalism, on the whole, is not beneficial for any
global company like ours,” Allen said.
The recoil had started soon after the election, and
then continued to build. By the Detroit International
Auto Show in January, when Trump had turned his Twitter rage on the auto sector and was promising a tariff in
the order of 30 per cent, Fiat Chrysler CEO Sergio Marchionni voiced his unease at the the uncertainty Trump
was creating.
“We need clarity,” Marchionni said. “It’s put everything back on the back burner for the time being.”
What the automotive and farm machinery industries
want is confidence and a dependable global trade environment, he said. But that assurance hasn’t come.
Yet even with those and other extraordinarily public
comments from CEOs, a decision to tear up NAFTA
(instead of renegotiating it) was apparently only averted
by last minute phone calls from our prime minister and
from the president of Mexico.
Plus, the U.S. has already pulled out of the TPP and
U.S.-Europe trade deal negotiations.
All manufacturing sectors, including farm equipment,
depend on a global supply chain to build components in
the most cost-effective and efficient way possible.
“Undoing globalization is like taking a wrecking ball to
a building,” said Peter Hall, vice-president and chief economist at Export Development Canada, during a presentation to Manitoba exporters in May. “The ball swings one
way, then it swings right back. It’s going to bounce through
that neighbourhood and take all the buildings out.”
“When you talk about tearing up NAFTA, that’s like
putting a 3.5 to 4 per cent tariff on everything you ship
south of the border,” Hall said. “That’s not very much
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when you consider what’s being discussed in terms
of a border adjustment tax. We’re talking somewhere
between 10 and 20 per cent. Can you imagine the carnage that happens with something like that?”
He answered his own question: “A 10 per cent border
tax drops GDP by four per cent. That’s more than double
the growth we got last year. So you can see a picture of that
pushing us into a very complicated recession. Jack that up
to the publicly discussed 20 per cent, and it’s more than
double that. That’s more in the Great Depression territory.”
At the G7 Summit in Sicily in late May, the U.S.
president was widely seen as a destabilizing influence,
unwilling to support the overall vision and objectives of
the other leaders.
Angela Merkel’s speech, given shortly after the G7
meeting concluded, suggests she sees a difficult relationship ahead between her country and the U.S. The U.K.’s
Independent newspaper quoted her as saying, “The times
in which we can fully count on others are somewhat
over, as I have experienced in the past few days.”
Chrystia Freeland, our own foreign affairs minister,
echoed that sentiment in a speech to Parliament in June.
But this time the reference to the U.S. was explicit and
not implied.
The policy statement issued after the conclusion
of the May G7 meeting was unusually short. And the
wording on the subject of international trade was pretty
bland. Although the group committed to “keep our markets open and to fight protectionism,” the second part
of that sentence “while standing firm against all unfair
trade practices,” seems to offer the U.S. administration
an easy out should it decide to implement border tariffs.
Germany’s der Spiegel magazine reported that during
a meeting with EU leaders in Brussels Trump declared,
“The Germans are bad, very bad (when it comes to
trade). See the millions of cars they are selling to the
U.S.… Terrible. We will stop this.”
What the president overlooked — or doesn’t know
— is that German carmakers, like many global brands
in the ag equipment sector such as Kubota, have made
significant manufacturing investments inside the U.S.
The BMW plant in South Carolina, the firm’s largest,
builds cars for the domestic market as well as for export,
as does Kubota’s. That “standing firm against all unfair
trade practices” (real or imagined) proviso seems to be

Undoing globalization
is like taking a
wrecking ball to a building.”
— Peter Hall, EDC

Peter Hall,
vice-president
and chief
economist
at Export
Development
Canada,
discussed global
trade with a
group of
exporters in
Winnipeg in May.
Photo: Scott Garvey

perfectly suited to apply tariffs to German automobiles
— or anything else.
AEM, the association that represents U.S. ag equipment brands, wants its members’ voices to be heard as
the start date for NAFTA renegotiations draws nearer. It
has put out a call to its member companies encouraging them to provide comments, which it will submit
to the U.S. Trade Representative during the upcoming
consultation period. That reflects how important trade
relationships are to its membership.
That isn’t surprising to Hall, who believes strong
opposition from all U.S. industry leaders will ultimately
prevent new border tariffs from being imposed.
“The right question is, how is all of this going to
affect America?” he said at that Manitoba presentation.
“Nobody (in the U.S.) is going to listen if Canada or
Mexico squeaks. But regular Americans will listen if they
understand what these measures will do to them.”
That, more than anything, will likely determine how
far the Trump administration tries to go in disrupting
today’s pattern of globalized trade. But if the comments
I heard from some Americans on a� trip to the Midwest
in May are any indication, more than a few believe the
world outside the U.S. is the way Trump says it is.
For example, I was told by my cabbie en route to the
Moline, Illinois airport it was only because of taxpayer
funding syphoned out of the U.S. that countries like Canada get to afford state-funded health care. She wasn’t alone
in expressing the view that the U.S. is constantly being
cheated and played for a sucker by the rest of the world.
In fairness, however, I spoke with at least as many
Americans who were disgusted with the actions of the

president. But with strong ideological support from
much of the Republican base that still buys into his
rhetoric, broad border adjustment taxes remain a risk,
even though Americans stand to lose as much as anyone
if they’re imposed.
“By America’s own calculations, direct and indirect
jobs that depend on trade with Mexico amount to 1.2
million, 360,000 in Texas alone,” said Hall. “For Canada,
the numbers are even greater. 1.7 million jobs depend
on exports from the U.S. to Canada. 32 states count us
as their No. 1 international destination for exports. Nine
more states count us as number two.”
“And I don’t think they’re going to be very happy to
hear that their jobs are going to be compromised by the
very-well-worked-out supply chain interactions between
Canada and their particular state,” Hall added.
But keeping global trade flowing relatively freely, as it
has been, isn’t the president’s objective. He apparently sees
other countries as foes to be economically dominated.
After Trump returned from the G7 meeting in
Europe, his two top advisers, H.R. McMaster and Gary
Cohen penned an open letter in the Washington Post that
provided this insight into the president’s point of view:
“The president embarked on his first foreign trip with
a clear-eyed outlook that the world is not a ‘global community’ but an arena where nations, non-governmental
actors and businesses engage and compete for advantage.”
As the U.S. president endeavours to turn allies into
competitors, the clarity Marchionni hoped for that
comes with a stable and predictable global order for
manufacturing seems even further away now than it did
in late January. CG
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Africa
feeding Africa
While North America’s farmers pin their career hopes
on the need to feed a hungry Africa, that continent’s
farmers are making plans of their own

A

core belief in North American agriculture is that our farmers must produce ever
more food if we are to have any hope of
feeding the world, particularly areas like
Africa where the population is growing so rapidly.
The numbers are indeed staggering.
According to the Population Reference Bureau, Africa’s population will hit 2.5 billion by 2050, and the
United Nations estimates that Africa’s share of the global
population will increase from 16 per cent in 2015 to 25
per cent in 2050 and 39 per cent in 2100.
These statistics certainly do underscore the need for
additional food. But what about the other half of the

For these workers inside a ZZ2 avocado pack house, South Africa’s strategy of building
its economy on agriculture is providing stable employment and family incomes.
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By Lilian Schaer

equation. Yes, demand will rise. But will that demand
have to be met by imports?
Some African farm leaders are convinced that agricultural development on the continent will see Africa,
led by South Africa, feed itself in the decades to come,
meaning it will actually reduce its reliance on the global
community for its food security.
Realistically, it may set its sights even higher.
“Agriculture accounts for 65 per cent of the continent’s employment,” said Dr. Klaus Eckstein, CEO of
Bayer South Africa, at a recent conference of agricultural
journalists in South Africa. “Africa has the potential to be
self-sustaining as well as to feed the world. We can produce crops that match the standards of leading countries
around the world.”
His words were echoed by Dr. John Purchase, CEO of
the Agricultural Business Chamber of South Africa, who
stated that revitalizing the agriculture and agri-processing value chain is at the top of nine major focus areas for
growth in the country.
It’s not easy farming in South Africa, he added, citing
political problems, land reform policies, and water scarcity as significant challenges. The current drought across
the Southern and Western Cape areas of the country,
a major horticultural production area, is the worst in
more than a century, for example.
“Africa is where big population growth will come in
the next 35 years… it’s a massive opportunity for agriculture but also a critical risk if we don’t get it right,”
Purchase said. “For example, how we manage our water
is critical to the future, but we have diversity in South
Africa where we can produce a whole range of crops
from tropical through to livestock production.”
Progress is already being made with South African
farmers and marketers starting to grow sales on their
own continent instead of in Europe or elsewhere.
According to Purchase, Africa has become a growing
destination for South African agricultural exports since
the global economic downturn in 2008 that affected the
country’s long-established export markets, particularly
in Europe.
“By far since 2008, Africa is our destination; more
than 50 per cent of our agricultural export goes into
Africa,” Purchase said, attributing a large portion of

this success to South African supermarket chains expanding into neighbouring
countries like Namibia, Botswana, Zambia,
Mozambique, Lesotho, Swaziland, Mauritius and Zimbabwe.
The change is particularly evident in the
fruit and vegetable sector. According to the
South African Produce Marketing Association, Africa has surged to number two in the
top five major export markets for African
fruit, behind only the European Union, and
ahead of Asia, the Middle East, United Kingdom and Russia.
In vegetables, Africa is also the second
most popular destination, accounting for
just over 34 per cent of all fresh vegetable
exports from South Africa; 83 per cent of
potatoes, 80 per cent of carrots, 78 per cent
of garlic, 76 per cent of ginger, 54 per cent
of cucumbers and 34 per cent of tomatoes
stay on the continent.
“Africa is the only part in the world
where land can still be brought into production; the countries with the biggest growth
potential in Africa and potential for South
African farmers are in western and eastern
Africa,” said Lindie Stroebel, CEO of the
Produce Marketing Association. “Local procurement has become a priority for some
supermarkets to address complications of
transportation and border crossing.”
This evolution is evidence of the forward-thinking attitude of many leading
farmers in South Africa despite the risks
posed by infrastructure challenges, climate
change, government policies and a growing
number of brutal attacks on predominantly
white farmers in the country.
Brylene Chitsunge is one such example,
having bought her 1,000-acre farm near
Pretoria in 2010. The feisty black farm
leader raises Kalahari red goats, a breed of
African cattle called Nguni, pigs, ostrich,
rabbits and chickens, as well as growing vegetable and fruit crops.
Innovation and collaboration are the
name of the game on her farm, where she’s
willing to try just about anything to see if it
will succeed, with the rule being “everything
has to produce.”
Chitsunge’s small tomato crop now fills
10 greenhouses and is sold to over 200 restaurants as well as in leading South African retail chains like Pick n Pay and SPAR.
She invented an overhead spray system for
her greenhouses to help her produce a consistent, quality crop — each 1,000-plant

“We are building ZZ2 for the future,” says CEO Tommie van Zyl. “We are inspired by what we think
we can become.

greenhouse will produce about 10 tons of
tomatoes.
“Quality, sustainability and appearance
are very important,” Chitsunge said, adding
that technology can help farmers add value.
“I have cameras to stream video of my veggie fields or my chickens laying eggs for
customers and I can remote-view my farm
from anywhere.”
She’s also an outspoken advocate for
advancing women and small-holder farmers, and for the need for education to build
Africa’s agricultural future.
“It’s a value train, not a value chain,” Chitsunge says. “Education is so important, and if
we get that right, it’s time for Africa,” she said.
The Schoeman family has been growing
citrus in South Africa for almost a century,
and the family business ships oranges, lemons, and mandarins from its almost 3,500
acres northeast of Pretoria to 32 countries
around the world, including Canada.

“We have such a belief in South Africa,” says
Kallie Schoeman, here in one of the family’s
lemon groves. His farm vision is direct: “Get
bigger, get better or get out.”

Continued on page 52
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They’re in the midst of building a new
pack house to accommodate new plantings
of mandarins and lemons, and are transitioning towards bio-friendly production,
always with an eye to the future.
“If my neighbour’s farm goes up for sale,
I would buy it; we have such a strong belief
in South Africa,” said family patriarch Kallie
Schoeman, a former South African national
farmer of the year whose self-proclaimed
motto is: “Get bigger, get better or get out.”
ZZ2 is one of South Africa’s largest produce companies, growing tomatoes, avocados, mangoes, and more, as well as raising
stud cattle and weaners. The family-owned
business employs almost 10,000 people
in primary agriculture throughout South
Africa, and uses a consistently updated
framework to lead company development
for the next 12 months.
That includes constantly adding new
crops, new land, new technologies, and new

markets as well as continually seeking out
new opportunities.
For example, ZZ2 recently added almost
30 acres of cherries which strategically ripen
about the time when British Columbia’s
crop ends — making the company the only
one in the world with fresh cherries for a
six-week period, said ZZ2’s CEO Tommie
van Zyl.
“We never thought we’d have a product
that was so wanted it is being flown out —
they’re flying to Hong Kong right now,” van
Zyl said.
It’s a pattern that is repeated more and
more, with horticulture creating models for
other farmers to follow.
“We are building ZZ2 for the future, and
the way we see things developing, it will
represent in the future what South Africa
looks like,” said van Zyl. “The future is more
important than the past… we are inspired
by what we think we can become.” CG

Already farming 1,000 acres, Brylene
Chitsunge sees bigger opportunities ahead.
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You don’t have to go far to find hazards on a farm, and that’s why new workplace safety regulations are inevitable, say farm
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MAFRD is looking at how well these oversize cold frames
can extend horticultural growing seasons

BY ALLAN DAWSON

By JenniFeR BlAiR
AF STAFF

C

hanges to farm safety
regulations are expected soon — and that
might not be a bad thing
for Alberta farmers, says the
president of the Alberta Federation of Agriculture.
“Workers’ compensation
or private insurance really
is a great risk management
tool for farms nowadays,”
said Lynn Jacobson. “That
protection against litigation
is one of the big selling fac-

Mike Millar

tors for workers’ compensation.”
Oneil Carlier, the new NDP
agriculture minister, has
vowed to extend workplace
safety regulations to farm
workers who aren’t currently
covered by workers’ compensation or Occupational Health
and Safety regulations.
Today, only around seven
per cent of Alberta farm
employers voluntarily carry
workers’ compensation for
their operations. But offering
that protection — both for
employers and employees —
is one of the realities of farm-

ing today, said Jacobson, who
farms near Enchant.
“There’s getting to be more
and more hired help on the
farm and we’re employing
more people,” he said. “It gives
protection from litigation and
other advantages, and if you
don’t have it, there can be
some serious consequences.”
And farm workers today
“aren’t just interested in a paycheque,” he said.
“They’re starting to realize,
‘If I get hurt on this job, where’s
the protection for my family?’
When it comes down to it, a
farm that has some type of

protection for those people is
going to have a lot easier time
hiring people.”

senior executive with
comCP Rail says the com
pany is “well positioned” to move this year’s
g ra i n c r o p d e s p i t e re c e n t
cutbacks in staff and
locomotives.
conGrain is, was and will con
tinue to be Canadian Pacific
Railway’s biggest cargo, John
Brooks, vice-president of sales
comand marketing for bulk com
modities, said in an interview
Aug. 6.
And the historic railway
founded in 1881 is investing to
move even more in the future,
he said. “Make no bones about
it, grain is king at CP,” he said.
“It is our life-bread. There is
nothing we want to do more
than move a lot of grain.
“I think we feel pretty good
about our handling capacity…
to move this new crop.”
see CP Rail on page 7 »

Co-operator staff / Portage la Prairie

There are “some misconceptions” about workers’ compensation that have made Alberta
farmers reluctant to offer coverage to their workers, said
Jacobson.
“Some people don’t like that
administrative role and the
paperwork that is associated
with the program at this point
in time,” he said.

see COVeRAGe } page 7

High tunnel production has potential to extend the Manitoba grower’s season, says MAFRD’s fruit crops specialist Anthony Mintenko. He and the provincial
vegetable crop specialist are evaluating fruit and vegetable crops for high tunnel production at the AAFC site at Portage la Prairie. PHOTO: LORRAINE STEVENSON

BY LORRAINE STEVENSON

Cost and paperwork

A

production system that extends
the growing season, offers growers a competitive edge in the
marketplace and potential to make
more money sounds mighty tempting.
That’s why fruit and vegetable growers were out in large numbers at Hort
Diagnostic Days in late July to hear
more about construction of high
tunnels.
This is the first year a variety
of fruits and vegetables has been
planted in the high tunnel built in
2014 at the Agriculture Agri-Food

Canada location in Portage la Prairie.
Growers are keen to hear what
Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural
Development (MAFRD) specialists are
learning.
High tunnel production is commonplace in other parts of Canada and
in northern and central U.S. where
nearly every type of fruit and vegetable is now grown, even tree fruits.
MAFRD staff are researching how high
tunnels work in Manitoba growing
conditions.
“We have a lot of recommendations
from other places like Minnesota
and Ontario about what to grow in
a high tunnel but nothing for under
Manitoba conditions,” said fruit

crop specialist Anthony Mintenko,
who is evaluating day-neutral strawberries, early-season June-bearing
strawberries, fall-bearing raspberries
and blackberries at one end of the
100x15x7.5-foot tunnel. Provincial
vegetable specialist Tom Gonsalves is
experimenting with vegetables such
as tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers
at the other.
High tunnels are like greenhouses,
except they don’t have a double layer
of poly, and no permanent heat or
electricity. But they have a similar
function — they keep cold out and,
conversely, heat in.
see ReseaRCheRs on page 6 »
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Mandatory enrolment could be announced this fall, but leaders
say cost and paperwork won’t be onerous

rop producers will have to
wait until after harvest to
find out if there is any government drought assistance, says
the president of the Grain Growers
of Canada.
The question of additional farm
aid was put to Oneil Carlier, the
new NDP agriculture minister,
when he attended an Alberta
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JD 4440 - 2WD, 740SL loader
JD 5100E - cab, MFWD, low hrs
JD 7430 - MFWD, 741 loader
JD 7830 - AUTOQUAD, 746 loader
JD 8335R - IVT, frt hitch REDUCED
JD 8345R - 2 To Choose From
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BY BRIAN CROSS
SASKATOON NEWSROOM

More cops, more cameras or
more common sense?
What’s the best way to fight crime
in rural Saskatchewan?
Questions related to rural crime
generated plenty of discussion during the Saskatchewan Association
of Rural Municipalities’ annual
convention in Saskatoon last week,
and some controversy as well.
SARM is one of the best barometers of public sentiment in rural
Saskatchewan.
At its annual convention March
14-16, the organization welcomed
more than 1,000 delegates — mostly elected reeves and councilors —
from 296 RMs across the province.
And according to delegates
attending the event, rural people
are fed up with what they see as
threats to their property and personal safety.
“For a lot of (rural people), I think
it’s a concern about RCMP coverage itself,” said SARM president Ray
Orb, when asked about delegates’
frustration.
“They don’t feel safe because
there aren’t enough police out there
to cover the whole province.…It’s
(about having) the confidence that
the RCMP are there and that when
they’re called, they’ll be able to
(show up) in a timely manner.
Added another delegate, who
spoke on the condition of anonymity: “Policing in rural Saskatchewan is inadequate and the criminals know it.… People in remote
areas have had enough.”
SEE PROTECT PROPERTY, PAGE 4

»

Cold weather doesn’t stop calving but at -23C Brenda Stahl takes a minutes-old calf to the warmth of the barn at the Cayley Colony near
Cayley, Alta., earlier this month. FOR MORE CALVING PHOTOS FROM THE CAYLEY COLONY, SEE PAGE 70. | MIKE STURK PHOTO

TRADE

Canada, China explore trade talks
Eliminating tariffs could increase annual exports to China by $1.2 billion
BY SEAN PRATT
SASKATOON NEWSROOM

Farm groups are excited that
Canada has launched exploratory
free trade agreement talks with
China.
The Asian country accounted for
$5.6 billion in Canadian agri-food
exports last year, making it Canada’s second largest market after the
United States.

China buys one-third of Canada’s
canola exports and is an important
market for soybeans, pulses,
wheat, barley, beef and pork.
A study commissioned by the
Canola Council of Canada found
that eliminating tariffs could
increase exports of seed, oil and
meal to China by up to $1.2 billion
per year.
That would be the equivalent of
shipping an extra 1.8 million

tonnes of canola per year to that
market, or 10 percent of annual
production.
“We see incredible opportunity for grow th in China and
part of that opportunity hinges
upon better market access,” said
Brian Innes, vice-president of
government relations with the
council.
SEE TRADE TALKS, PAGE 5
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By Pierrette Desrosiers / work psychologist

Sibling rivalry
… and how to prevent it destroying
your family business!

A

family business can
have many positive
advantages, including strong cohesion
among members and a shared
commitment to success. However, family businesses can also
sometimes be highly conflictual
and chaotic.
It seems your strength can
become your weakness.
Managing a business with
family members creates several issues that can have a huge
impact on the survival of the
business, as proved by research
showing fewer than 30 per cent
of family businesses survive to
the second generation and only
10 per cent pass to the third.
Among the different issues
leading to such failures, conflict
between the children involved
in the business can be especially
damaging.
This kind of conflict is commonly referred to as “sibling
rivalry” and can be devastating when the siblings are highly
involved in the family business and are intensely engaged
in competition between one
another.
Behavioural research shows
that sibling rivalry has two different sources: the emotional
and the strategic.
Below, I will differentiate
between the two types and then
provide some solutions for each.

Emotion-based rivalry
The first type of rivalry is based
on an emotional issue stemming
from childhood. This can be
observed in different levels of
intensity among children who
may fight between each other
in order to gain their parents’
attention, recognition and love.
In such cases, the parents may
— either consciously or uncon-

sciously — show their preference
for one child over the other.
According to many studies, almost two-thirds of adults
reported that their parents did
have favourites. This situation
during childhood leads to a competition between the siblings as
they fight over a limited resource:
the love of their parents.
When parents have raised
their children sufficiently well,
this fundamental issue is corrected in adulthood.
But when this is not the case,
the siblings remain stuck at the
level of a child with regard to
emotional intelligence, and they
are not equipped to deal with
their need to be loved.
The struggle for their parent’s affection and attention can
be so intense that it often leads
to unhealthy conflicts in the
organization.
In some cases, the rivalry
becomes so intolerable that it
is impossible for the siblings to
continue working in the same
environment together. In some
cases, it can directly cause the
business transfer to fail.
SOLUTION:
To solve emotion-based rivalry,
it is important to work on
improving the emotional intelligence of the children. This can
be accomplished by encouraging them to engage in activities
outside the organization, for
example by working in another
business. Such off-farm experiences can help them recognize
their own value and trust their
own capabilities. They will then
gain more confidence in themselves and understand that they
no longer need as much love and
recognition from their parents.
Another method of preventing this issue is to ensure that

the siblings do not have the same
expertise within the company.
This way, they won’t be able
to compare themselves to one
another as much and will need
to rely on each other’s specialty.
Having two distinct fields of
expertise lowers the risks of siblings fighting to outshine each
other in front of their parents.
Seeking the help of a professional can also be very helpful
in dealing with this issue. Two
approaches can be explored. The
expert could directly work with
both parents and the children
in order to improve their own
emotional intelligence. Another
approach could be for the expert
to help with the siblings’ emotional intelligence and lack of
confidence.
It is important to know that
if the source of the problem is
not dealt with, the rivalry can
continue even after the death
of the parents. This is because
the issue is founded on an emotional deficiency during childhood and not the relationship
between the siblings.
STRATEGY-BASED
RIVALRY
We also can observe a strategic
rivalry. In this case, the problems are rooted in diverging
visions of the company. For
instance, the children cannot
agree on business goals, level of
risk tolerance, roles, responsibilities and salaries.
This can also be related to the
personal issues of a sibling, such
as if one brother is always late.
This might not be a problem
when encountered a few times
a year at family gatherings, but
might be a serious issue if the
siblings work together. Tardiness
can be the source of various conflicts within the organization.
A similar problem occurs if
a sibling has a dependency on
alcohol, drugs, sex or technology. The addiction will affect
a lot more of the relationship
between the siblings if they
work together every day.

hR

SOLUTION:
Strategic development with a
professional could be very helpful to define the organization’s
vision and mission, the rules,
the paycheque, the holidays, the
business’ goals, and so on.
The professional can also
take part in the annual meeting
to help facilitate discussion and
to ensure that the overall family
objectives are respected by all
members.
In the end, choose
your fight!
Sibling rivalry is a very serious
issue that must be addressed as
soon as possible. Otherwise it
can lead to the ruin of the family business or even bankruptcy.
Once you have made the
distinction between the two
sources of the sibling rivalry,
then you can start thinking
about finding appropriate solutions, remembering that some
siblings might show symptoms
of both rivalries.
Your priority is to be part of
the successful 10 per cent.
But be aware that even
though there are many professionals and advisers who may
be able to help, sometimes a
separation between the business
holders is the only solution.
It is a very tough decision
to abandon the family business. But is it worth risking your
whole family for? CG

Pierrette Desrosiers, MPS, CRHA
is a work psychologist, professional
speaker, coach and author who
specializes in the agricultural industry.
She comes from a family of farmers
and she and her husband have farmed
for more than 25 years. Contact her at:
pierrette@pierrettedesrosiers.com.
www.pierrettedesrosiers.com
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Get your nature fix
And make sure the rest of the family does too.
Just 15 minutes in nature can cut stress levels
By Helen Lammers-Helps

B

eing surrounded by wide open spaces and
nature is undoubtedly one of the benefits of a
farming lifestyle. Unfortunately, as farms get
bigger, busier and more high-tech, farmers
may find they are spending less time enjoying nature.
Even worse, as our children spend more time indoors
or on screens, they are losing out on the benefits of being
outdoors too.
While intuitively we know that being in nature is
good for us, there is now hard evidence that time spent
in nature reduces stress while increasing our productivity and creativity.
But how much time do we have to spend in nature to
get the effect? And just how natural does it have to be to
make a difference? Do we have to backpack our way into
pristine wilderness, or will taking the time to watch the
sun set over the fields count?
These are the kinds of questions Washington, D.C.
environmental journalist Florence Williams set out to
answer in her new book, The Nature Fix: Why Nature
Makes Us Happier, Healthier, and More Creative.
Williams had felt the impact of not spending enough
time in nature firsthand when she moved from Colorado’s Rocky Mountains to urban Washington, D.C. “After
the move, I had more trouble sleeping and I became
more anxious,” she explains.
Williams travelled the world to find out what scien-

Our physiology is still
adapted to being in
nature,” Williams writes
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tists had learned about Nature Deficit Disorder, a term
coined by author Richard Louv in his groundbreaking
2005 book, Last Child in the Woods: Saving our Children
from Nature Deficit Disorder.
Williams’ research took her to countries where the
appreciation for the connection between nature and
well-being is already well recognized. She travelled to
Japan where the Japanese practice what they call forest
bathing. Williams describes this as strolling in the forest with total sensory engagement — listening, feeling,
smelling and hearing the elements of nature.
The Japanese Forest Agency has dozens of Forest
Therapy Rangers who lead people on guided walks on
forest therapy trails, she says.
The research shows that our nervous systems begin
to respond to nature in as little as 15 minutes, says
Williams. Our blood pressure drops, our stress hormone levels drop, our parasympathetic system (also
called the “rest and digest” system) becomes more
active and our sympathetic (fight or flight) system
becomes deactivated.
The most restorative environment is one that is
interesting but not too interesting, says Williams.
Watching a sunset or watching the rain are generally
soothing to most humans as are nature sounds, especially wind, water and birds. Surveys indicate people
are most attracted to water followed by trees, she adds.
How much time in nature you or I might need
for optimum health varies between us as individuals.
Some people do not de-stress in nature, whether it’s
because of the bugs, the heat or the cold, explains Williams. However, Finnish research indicates on average
a minimum of five hours per month is needed to stave
off mild depression. Participants who spent at least
10 hours per month in nature experienced even more
positive benefits.
Williams has determined that her sweet spot is a
minimum of 30 minutes per day spent walking on a
trail near her home. To get the most benefit from time
spent in nature she recommends being mindful of the
experience. “Take out your earbuds and put away your
phone. Engage with the natural elements, search out
birds and other wildlife,” she says. “Pay attention to
what makes you feel good.”
And be sure to soak up the smells, Williams says.
“The nose is a direct pathway to the brain.”
Although a walk in an urban park, a view of greenery through a window, or even watching nature videos

can have some benefit, there is more positive impact
when you can “escape into a more fully immersive
natural environment,” Williams adds.
To rank the health benefits of different types of
natural environments, Tim Beatley of the University of
Virginia developed the Nature Pyramid, modelled after
the Food Pyramid used for healthy eating guidelines.
At the base of the pyramid are the daily interactions
that can help us de-stress and reduce mental fatigue.
This is what Williams calls “nearby nature,” such as the
trees and birds in our immediate environment.
Going up a level in the pyramid would be weekly
outings to more natural forested areas and water bodies. Further up would ideally be to escape one weekend
per month to a restful natural area. At the pinnacle
would be an annual trek for multiple days to a more
pristine wilderness.
This is, of course, the ideal, but even if you can’t
achieve the ideal, it’s certainly good to be mindful of
the recommendations. Just as we plan for healthy eating and regular exercise, we can make time spent in
nature part of our schedule. And if you’re experiencing
burnout, spending some time at a cottage or camping
in the back country might help restore your resilience.
Don’t forget the children
As our schools cut recess time and pave over school
yards, there are implications for our children, especially
since they are generally less active and spend more time
on digital devices than in years past.
Many northern European schools are moving in the
opposite direction. Williams travelled to Scotland and

Sweden to witness Forest Schools in action. There, children spend a good part of their day playing and learning
in nature. “This is how brains grow and learn,” says Williams, who was impressed at how, in the forest schools,
curiosity drives learning and the kids learn to get along.
“It’s so sad to put little kids in school with four walls
and make them sit inside all day.”
In Scandinavia, 10 per cent of children already
attend Forest Schools, and the concept is becoming
popular in Germany and the U.K. Now it has even
spread to Victoria, B.C. where there are two Nature Kindergartens.
It shouldn’t surprise us that our minds and bodies
are most at ease in natural surroundings, says Williams.
“This is where we evolved and our physiology is still
adapted to being in nature.”
Fortunately, living in the countryside
means that the restorative benefits of nature
are never too far away… as long as we make
an effort to tap into the resource that is all
around us. CG

Resources
The Nature Fix: Why Nature Makes Us Happier,
Healthier, and More Creative (2017) by
Florence Williams.
Biophilia (1984) by E.O. Wilson.
Last Child in the Woods: Saving our Children
from Nature Deficit Disorder (2008) by Richard
Louv.
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If it weren’t for the messages from some of the leaders I connected with, I wouldn’t have this clear vision
nor the motivation to go after it. I can’t thank you enough for that. – Jen C., Ontario, AWC Delegate

LISTEN, LEARN, NETWORK & GROW!
And prepare to be inspired. Acquire the life skills you need to reach your goals and
live your life to your full potential. Network with women passionate about agriculture.
Register today! Visit advancingwomenconference.ca or phone 403-686-8407.
Come early and join the AWC Wine Tour on October 29!

HILTON/FALLSVIEW, NIAGARA FALLS, OCTOBER 30 & 31, 2017
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By Marie Berry / lawyer & pharmacist

blood clotting —
new alternatives to warfarin

Y

ou probably take your
blood’s ability to clot for
granted. You cut your
finger, and somehow the
bleeding stops on its own!
However, if you have a disease
or condition for which you need to
prevent clotting, you may take an
oral or injectable anticoagulant.
Atrial fibrillation is a type of
irregular heart beat that allows your
blood to pool and clot in your heart,
which obviously is not good. It is
estimated that one in four Canadians over 40 years of age has this
heart beat irregularity, and many do
not even know they are at risk.

DOACs may
provide a good
alternative
to warfarin if
you need an
anticoagulant
Deep vein thrombosis is a blood
clot or thrombosis usually in the
deep veins of your legs. If the clot
detaches from the vein wall it is
called an embolism and can travel
throughout your body to lodge in
your lungs, heart, or even brain.
On a long-haul flight (considered by the airline industry as any
flight over two hours), sitting in a
cramped seat for those hours may
cause your blood to pool in your
legs, and this in turn may lead to
deep vein thrombosis or DVT.
A good preventive measure is
wearing compression stockings to
prevent the potential blood pool-

ing. DVT can also occur after major
surgery — especially knee or hip
replacement surgery.
Joint replacement surgery is
becoming more common with Can
ada’s aging population. In 2014
there were 8,500 of these surgeries,
and forecasters predict we will continue to see increases of 20 per cent
per year.
Regardless of why you need an
anticoagulant, until recently warfarin was the one option that was
commonly used. It is a vitamin K
antagonist, and it works by depleting stores of this vitamin that your
body needs to clot blood.
However, warfarin’s action is
slow to start because you need to
wait until the vitamin K is depleted.
As well, warfarin has many drug
and food interactions, and the way
your body handles warfarin depends
upon your genetic makeup.
All these factors mean that doses
of warfarin change depending upon
lab results and vary from person to
person. They also mean that with
warfarin, regular monitoring is
needed to ensure that its actions are
within specific parameters. We need
to be sure your blood does not clot
too much, or not enough!
The newest group of anticoagulants are known as the direct acting
oral anticoagulants or DOACs. They
act directly on coagulation factors
and thus are faster acting and have
shorter durations of action.
DOACs also are more predictable in their actions and have fewer
drug interactions. If you need to
take an anticoagulant for an ongoing condition like atrial fibrillation,
then you don’t need the regimen

of lab work. And, even if you have
joint replacement surgery, they are
more convenient to use.
Three DOACs are available: apixaban, dabigatran, and rivaroxaban.
Both apixaban and dabigatran need
twice daily dosing, but rivaroxaban
is only once a day with a recommendation for taking it with your evening meal.
DOACs should be avoided if you
do not have good kidney function;
there needs to be dose adjustment
made for apixaban and dabigatran
even if there is only moderate kidney function impairment.
All can cause too much bleeding, most often noticed as bruising, although by stopping the drug
this can be quickly reversed. Both
apixaban and rivaroxaban can be
crushed if you can’t swallow tablets,
but dabigatran needs to remain in
its original package until you take it.
You often see television and
magazine ads for new drugs, DOACs
included, and you may wonder if
they are as good as they sound.
DOACs certainly won’t eliminate
your need for an anticoagulant, but
they are a good alternative to warfarin for some people. CG

Marie Berry is a lawyer/pharmacist
interested in health and education.

Next Issue
Restless leg syndrome is involuntary movement of your legs, especially at night. While not deadly, the condition can be
most problematic and disturb your sleep. Next month, we’ll look at some treatment options including non-drug
approaches for restless leg syndrome.
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GUIDE LIFE Hanson Acres
By Leeann Minogue

Hanson Acres

The family
takes a look around
With the crop ready to come off, it’s time to make the kinds of
decisions only farmers have to make

O

n his first day swathing
canola, Jeff was surprised
when he checked the
time on his phone and
realized he’d accidentally finished
his lunch before 10:30 a.m. “Have
to adjust to the harvest schedule,”
he thought.
With his lunch finished, the
GPS finally auto-steering correctly,
and the crop feeding through the
swather — as Jeff ’s grandfather
Ed might have said — “as slick as
grease through a goose,” Jeff had
time to think.
Jeff was pleased with what he
saw, but also remembered how he
had worried after seeding while they
waited for rain.
“How did we go from epic flood
to disastrous drought in just six
years?” Jeff ’s wife Elaine had called
out from the office one evening back
in June while she was at her desk,
entering the final seeding expenses
into their accounting software. Jeff
had gone in to see if he could help.
“We just got our heads above
water, literally, after the 2011 flood,”
Elaine said as she hit the “print” button so she could file the May bank
reconciliation. “And now here we
are again, wondering if we’ll get our
costs back from this year’s crop.”
“It’ll rain,” Jeff said. “All the forecasts are calling for rain.”
“They called for rain last week
too,” Elaine said. “But the lawn is
yellow and half my garden didn’t
come up.”
“We won’t have to eat zucchini,”
Jeff joked, looking for a bright side.
But it wasn’t until a week later, when
it finally rained, that Jeff started to
believe their 2017 crop had a chance.
With two inches of rain, clouds in
the sky and more moisture in the

forecast, Jeff and Elaine were both
optimistic.
Only six-year-old Connor was
unhappy. “Soccer’s cancelled,” he
complained while he and Jeff stood
in front of the patio door, watching
raindrops land on the deck.
A few weeks later, Jeff and Elaine
took Connor and three-year-old
Jenny to the field to show them
what the rain had done for the crop.
Jeff launched the small drone he’d
just bought and flew it out over the
canola field.

Jeff and Elaine packed the kids
back into the side-by-side and drove
to where they thought they’d seen
the drone land. They searched until
Connor and Jenny were bored. Then
Jeff took his family home and went
back out to look some more.
“Can’t ask for a better crop,” Jeff
told his father that evening. “Thick
enough to hide a drone.”
“How much did that toy cost
again?” Dale answered.
By the time it was ready to swath,
the crop was still looking good.

How much more risk can we take on?”
Elaine asked. “Every year seems so
close to financial disaster.”
“It’ll take pictures,” he told the
kids. “We can put them on our computer and see how big the plants
are.”
Once the drone was flying
steadily, Jeff passed the controller to
Connor. “Your turn.”
Jeff was patient, showing Connor which buttons to push while the
drone travelled over the field.
“Mommy, Connor’s flying!”
Jenny shouted.
Connor picked up her mood.
“I’m flying! I’m flying!” He forgot
he was a mature first-grader and
jumped up and down.
Connor wasn’t normally clumsy,
but watching the drone and holding
the controls made jumping up and
down one task too many. He landed
in a gopher hole, fell to his knees and
slammed the remote into the ground.
Elaine rushed to see if Connor
was okay; Jeff watched his drone
zoom left, then dive into the field.
“Connor crashed,” Jenny said
sadly.

“This might be the best crop we’ve
had in years,” Jeff told Elaine.
“It has to be our turn,” Elaine
said.
Now, in early August, with nothing to do but watch the the sturdy
canola stalks pile up on the reel and
feed into a thick swath, Jeff ’s mind
drifted over to their new problem.
A few weeks earlier, the STARS
air ambulance had flown ominously
near the Hanson farm. Jeff ’s phone
had started ringing right away, as
people who’d seen the helicopter
tried to find out who was hurt or
sick. After a few calls, Jeff learned
the helicopter had come for their
neighbour Brian Miller. He’d been
in an accident on the grid road in
front of his own yard, hit by a semi
hauling oil when he slowed his
grain truck to turn.
The Hansons were sad and upset
when Brian didn’t survive. They
immediately agreed to help harvest
Continued ON page 58
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Reflections
by Rod Andrews
retired Anglican bishop

his three sections of land when the time came. But
the next decision would take more thinking. Brian’s
only son had been working in the oil patch for years
and had no interest in farming. The Millers were
selling the land.
“Should we bid?” Jeff ’s father asked when they
heard the news. “It’s good land. A great location.”
Jeff didn’t know what to say. Land only 20 miles
from them had just sold for $1,250 an acre — maybe
not a high price in some areas of the country, but hard
to pay back with the profits from dryland farming.
“That’s $200,000 a quarter,” Elaine had said,
shaking her head. “This has to be the top of the
market. Can we make back more than a million
dollars?”
Jeff ’s grandfather Ed had also been in the shop
that day. “Kids like you’ve never lived through a real
drought. Over the last 10 years anybody who could
run a tractor could print money. But there’s tough
times ahead. Mark my words.” Then he changed his
tune to point out the other side of the argument.
“But it’s land. They’re not making any more of it.”
“Interest rates have to go up,” Dale said. “But not
back to the double-digit rates of the ’80s.”
“The weather’s been so crazy,” Elaine said.
“Floods. Hail. We almost had a drought. How much
more risk can we take on, when every year seems so
close to financial disaster?”
Not for the first time, just when the Hansons
thought Connor wasn’t paying attention to the conversation, or wouldn’t understand them if he was
listening, the little boy piped up from the corner
where he was playing with the cat. “If we have more
land there’ll be more fields for me to combine when
I’m old enough!”
With the Miller family wanting to settle the
estate relatively quickly, Jeff knew they didn’t have
a lot of time to decide. He appreciated input from
his grandfather and his parents, but, in the end, it
would be Jeff and Elaine living with the decision
for the rest of their careers. This purchase might
build their farm for the next generation. Or it
might give them just enough debt to drive them
out of business.
Jeff was distracted from thoughts of profit margins and debt ratios by a glint of light in the corner
of his left eye. Something shiny on the swather canvas was reflecting the midday sun. He jerked the reel
to a stop and climbed down from the cab to look.
It was the drone. It had faded in the sun, but otherwise, it was relatively undamaged after spending
the summer out in the canola. Jeff wondered if he
might even be able to pull the midsummer photos
from the camera chip.
“Maybe it’s a sign,” he texted Elaine.
Leeann Minogue is the editor of Grainews, a playwright and
part of a family grain farm in southeastern Saskatchewan.
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“A

re there any questions?” The conference leader provides
a lengthy welcome; name tags, room keys, worship times,
parking spots, washroom locations, emergency exits…
He asks for questions. Patrick, often mischievous, raises
his hand. The leader is perplexed. “What did I miss?” Patrick asks,
“What is the meaning of life?” As the laughter subsides, I reflect that
Patrick has posed the most important question of all.
Actor Will Smith plays the role of Howard, a New York adman, in
the movie Collateral Beauty. His character is thrust into a deep depression when his six-year-old child dies. Nothing makes sense to Howard.
He writes three letters to Time, Love and Death posing deep questions. Is there any meaning to existence?
Howard’s professional colleagues intercept his letters and develop
a scheme to help him. They hire three actors to play the roles of Time,
Love and Death. The actors are to confront Howard in a desperate
attempt to make his life meaningful again.
The actors show up one by one, Howard’s letters in hand. He clings
to his anger, rejecting every effort to lift his depression.
The young man who plays Time tries to give Howard a new perspective. We are only passing through the world. We should not waste
the gift of time. Death will inevitably come. In the meantime we
should make something good of our lives. Time tells Howard, “If love
is creation, and death is destruction, I am the bridge.”
The woman who plays the part of Love tells Howard, “I am in all
of life. I am the rain, darkness, sunshine, light.” She pleads, “Please
don’t try to live without me.” She admits that “Love will never bring
your daughter back, and it will never make it okay.” She promises that
love can make life worthwhile and meaningful.
An elderly woman plays the part of Death. She counsels Howard,
“Death is a natural part of life, not to be feared or hated.” Death demonstrates that goodness and love are all that matters.
As their daughter is dying, Howard’s wife Madeline sits crying in
the waiting room of the hospital. A woman sitting beside Madeline
asks, “Are you losing someone?” The woman consoles Madeline, “Just
be sure to notice the collateral beauty.”
In the end Howard summarizes his renewed view of life, “We long
for love, wish we had more time and we fear death.”
When the movie ended, two young people began brushing up
popcorn and picking up drink containers. I sat for a while and
reflected. The three abstractions Time, Love and Death connect every
single human being.
“What is the meaning of life?” The answer is complex and different
for each one of us.
In her book Wild Rose, author Sharon Butala creates a character
named Sophie. Sophie, a single woman, relies on her own strength to
survive on the prairies in the late 1800s. “She began to understand that
there were not always answers for the deepest questions, that some
things, no matter how important, were things a person would never
know, and all the thinking in the world would not give an answer.”
“What is the meaning of life?” Patrick’s question was not answered
at the conference. Like the rest of us, Patrick went on asking and
searching. I think we find meaning in our experiences, our relationships and our daily life. Finding the meaning of life is a relentless quest.
An old catechism asks, “Why did God make you?” The answer:
“Because he thought you would like life.”
Suggested Scripture: Deuteronomy 30:15-20, James 4:13-15
Rod Andrews is a retired Anglican bishop. He lives in Saskatoon.
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NEW DEMOS!
TILLAGE: CULTIVATORS

FORAGE: ROUND BALERS
TELEHANDLER RIDE ’N’ DRIVE

CANADA’S OUTDOOR PARK
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

Be a part of the biggest event in agriculture!
Join more than 40,000 farmers to experience the latest in
agricultural technology and innovation at the 24th annual
Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show.
Over 750 exhibits will showcase the latest products and
services through interactive displays and live demonstrations
of machinery, crops, livestock and much more.

www.outdoorfarmshow.com

1-800-563-5441

Canada’s Outdoor Farm Show

info@outdoorfarmshow.com

@outdoorfarmshow
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Front-folding Performance to the
The Unverferth® X-TREME™ grain cart delivers unmatched grain-movement performance with more outward,
upward and forward reach than any other front-folding single-auger grain cart!
All X-TREME models feature a patent-pending auger design that allows the upper portion to store diagonally
along the front of the cart for extreme auger reach. There’s also the Dyna-Torque auger drive with a 22”
sump-mounted auger with leaned double flighting that feeds into the 20” unloading auger for optimum
unloading efficiency – 620 bushels per minute.
•
•
•

Capacities of 1,300, 1,100 and 1,000+ bushels
Vortex downspout with 60° rotation for precisely controlling grain flow
Undercarriage choices of high-flotation singles, walking-tandem duals, or tracks, depending on model

Move your harvest efficiency to the extreme. See your Unverferth
dealer today for complete details about the X-TREME grain cart,
check our website at umequip.com or call 1-800-322-6301.

P.O. Box 357

•

Kalida, Ohio 45853

•

(419) 532.3121

•

unverferth.com

